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LRC Electronics introduces its
latest connector engineering
innovation—the "K" Series.
Designed for ease of installation
and total reliability in future systems, the "K" Series features:
• 30db minimum return loss from
0-850 MHz. (LRC will supply test
data.)
• Identifying part number permanently stamped on main body of
connector.

• Design incorporates LRC's
patented seizing mechanism for
complete reliability.
• No cold flow of plastic materials
—Mechanical holding strength is
maintained through temperature
cycles of — 100°F to + 200°F.
• Time proven positive stops
for elimination of torque
specifications.
• Silver plated terminals for excellent RF conductivity.

For more information about the
innovative "K" Series, contact your
LRC sales representative or call
(607) 739-3844.

Quality and Innovation
LRC Electronics. Inc
901 South Avenue
Box 111 Horseheads NY 14845
Reader Service Number 1
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Looking for acustom-made line extender
at an off-the-shelf price?
Broadband's new BLX Series line
extenders come with so many options,
you can end up with aunit that's virtually customized to your specs.
The BLX units use standard hybrids
and are available in 330 and 450 MHz
bandwidths, with gains ranging from
26 to 50 dB.
The BLX-PLUS models are equipped with Amperex power-doubler
hybrids for lower distortion specs and
increased output capability. They also
are available in 330 and 450 MHz
bandwidths, with gains of 30 & 35 dB
(330 MHz version) and 28 & 33 dB
(450 MHz version).

systems.

Features:

For ease in installation and maintenance the amplifier module may be
installed with the input on either the
right or left of the housing. And the
connector chasis may be replaced
without removing the coaxial cable
connectors in the housing.
Clean design, quality components
and thorough testing combine to deliver solid, trouble-free operation for the
long haul. High performance, flexibility
and reliability — all Broadband hallmarks — are built into every unit.

For additional information on specifications or pricing, call us toll-free at
Both versions are available with
800-327-6690, or write Broadband
one- or two-way transmission and with Engineering, 1311 Commerce Lane,
aerial or pedestal mounts. Cable pow- Jupiter, Florida 33458-5636.
ering is available for 30 or 60 volt

330 & 450 MHz bandwidths
• 26-50 dB gains — you specify. (28 to 35 dB
gains for BLX-PLUS.)
• One- or two-way transmission.
• Standard hybrid circuitry (BLX) or Amperex
power-doubler hybrids (BLX-PLUS).
• Convertible 30/60 volt cablç powering.
• Aerial or pedestal mounting
• Amp module can be installed with input on
right or left of housing.
• System upgradable for different gains.
• Plug-in hybrids for ease of maintenance.
• Plug-in equalizers.
• Plug-in thermal network for temperature
compensation.
• Optional plug-in gas discharge tubes for
surge protection.
• Connector chassis replaceable without
removing coaxial cable connectors in housing
• 30 dB test points eliminate need for probes.
• Compact, durable die-cast aluminum housing.
•

See us at the Western Show
Booth No. 505

•
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Our friends told us "Sure Vitek
makes the best traps. But even
you aren't perfect." So we listened.
And we built abetter trap.

Introducing Thermalok:'
Thermalok is the new Vitek Trap
that incorporates the most advanced technology in the world. It
addresses the two major concerns
of our customers... frequency
drift and weathering.
We solved the first concern...
frequency drift with temperature
variation ...by introducing
Thermalok? with its unique
dielectric assuring that the signal
remains trapped regardless of

temperature extremes (from 0°F
to 100°F).
We solved the second concern
...deterioration by weathering
...with our truly revolutionary
'Molded Strain Relief Connector."
The weakest link in the installation "chain" was the juncture of
trap and strand. From its first day
aloft, this joint began to deteriorate from the inevitable motion of
the winds.

®VITEK

Quality and Innovation

The "Molded Strain Relief"
Device, applied over the back end
of the Connector, now adds sufficient mechanical strength to
greatly lengthen the effective life
of the trap. It also provides a
highly improved seal against ingress by water, humidity or salt
spray.
Incidentally, the Molded Strain
Relief comes in avariety of highly
visible colors, so it provides added
service as acolor indentification
tool in auditing.
Find out why it pays to add
some life to your security system.
Get more information on
Thermalok! Write or Call Augat/
Vitek Inc., 901 South Ave., RO.
Box 111, Horseheads, N.Y. 14845,
(607) 796-2611/2.
Reader Service Number 3

IN ALL PROBABILITY,
YOU'LL NEVER MAKE ABETTER CONNECTION,
Here are some of the reasons wny AUGAT FIBEROPTICS
is your best connection for optical transmission components and systems that combine reliability, adaptability, performance and economy.
CONNECTORS are just the beginning. Our JSC ferrule
connectors are backed by statistically-proven performance. DSC connectors adhere to EIA standards for
maximum compatibility. Both feature acrimpless backshelf design.
ACTIVE RECEPTACLES offer connector-compatible
emitters and detectors in ready-to-use devices not
requiring additional assembly.
M25 DATA LINKS, our newest, have aloss budget
for 2km applications. They're designed for digital transmission from DC to aminimum of 25 Mb/s and also
accommodate simultaneous analog.
CL10 DATA LINKS are designed for maxium adaptability and offer data rates from DC to aminimum
of 10 Mb/s.

D40 DATA LINKS accommodate high data rate transmission from DC to aminimum of 40 Mb/s.
CUSTOM LINKS will be designed by our experienced
applications engineers at your request.
TOOLS AND ACCESSORIES include connector installation tool sets and our innovative fiber-holding vacuum
chuck.
For more information, just connect with Bob
Goeckele - at AUGAT
FIBEROPTICS 40
710 Narragansett Park
Drive, Pawtucket,
Rhode
IS 02861
(401) 7244400.

Reader Service Number 4
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John Wong
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He's been at the FCC since he got out of college, and now John Wong
is chief of the engineering branch of the FCC's Mass Media Bureau.
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TV signal quality
Be wary of NTC-7 signal standards when measuring your system's
technical performance, says Archer Taylor.
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The future of cable stereo
Wegener's Ned Mountain takes alook at BTSC signals as they're
affected by the space link.
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Feedforward and rebuilds
32
Texscan's Bert Henscheid weighs the tradeoffs when rebuilding with
feedforward and power-addition techniques.
Stopping decoder theft
38
Secondary decoders in multiple-set households pose asecurity
threat. Oak's Tony Chen-tung Li describes amaster/slave solution.
Feedforward system design
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hybrid, feedforward and supertrunking techniques from the
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The self-çà
ting Windoupis arevolutionary nétv field strength meter,
.combining compactness, ease of usé and reliability. Imagine being able to see évery
channel at once (up to 83 channels) on alarge, easy :to-read LCD display.,And you
can save three completé-system response displays foiçomparison or printoudoter. ,
,
Look into The Window. Whether your field isimnagenient, engineering or the
wide open spaces, it's one of the best decisions you can make for your system.

C°R1SONWS,

P. O. Box 1106 •Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801- Call toll-tree 800-336-941 •703-434-5965 (in Virginia)

Reader Service Number 5
See the introduction of this exciting new product at NCTA in booth number 1529.

Spotlight

John Wong
ohn Wong may be on the other side of the
table, be he is on our side of the fence. And
his "side" keeps expanding. As newly appointed
chief of the engineering branch, mass media bureau, at the FCC, Wong will oversee broadcast as
well as cable interests.
"I feel that Iam as necessary apart of the cable
industry as the MS0s, system operators, manufacturers and the NCTA," Wong says. "Even though
we are technically on 'different sides,' our goal
should be the same: to promote the cable industry
while encouraging the advancement of technology
within the industry."
Wong has proven his commitment to the cable
industry by learning as much as possible about what the technicians actually have to contend with out
in the field. In 1980, when he was promoted from the broadcast bureau to the FCC's CATV bureau,
Wong enrolled in atwo-year home course in cable engineering. "It's easy for me to sit at my desk and
impose rulings, but the first-line technicians have to contend with those decisions," Wong says. "I
could be putting burdens on them without even knowing it, so Itook the NCTI course to gain an understanding of the actual hands-on level of the cable industry.
Wong's thirst for knowledge about CATV didn't stop there. Cliff Paul, former CARS microwave
branch chief at the FCC, affirms," John goes much further than the boundaries of his job description
to learn as much as he can. Every chance he had, he was out in the field with acable operator to learn
more about actual system operations."
Ted Hartson, director of engineering services at Capital Cities Cable, couldn't agree more. "John has
an incredibly thorough understanding of the cable industry. He really takes his job seriously—a welcome change from some of the government bureaucrats we have to deal with."
Does Wong ever see himself going to work for amanufacturer or service provider? "Not at this time.
The challenges at the regulatory level fascinate me," Wong claims. "There are so many different aspects of every situation to deal with and so many facets to telecommunications as awhole that Icould
explore here within the Commission." Wong also takes pride in working for the FCC, which he believes is one of the most respected regulatory agencies in the world.
What's coming up on the agenda at the FCC that might affect the cable industry? "Instead of imposing additional regulations, we will be looking at trying to eliminate unnecessary burdens on the various
industries, including cable, so they will have less to contend with," Wong says. "We also have received
quite afew petitions for reconsideration of Docket 21006, which we are reviewing now in hopes of an
early response."
Wong is adamant in urging cable system operators, engineers and technicians to really get involved
with the FCC's functions. "Write to the FCC. If you have agripe or acomment, let us know," he urges.
"The FCC wants to hear from you if you have acomplaint or aproblem. We are here to work with you—
not against you. Together, we can do magic!"
Magic seems to be aspecialty of Wong's. According to Bob Luff, senior vice president of engineering
at United Artists Cablesystems, "John is always fair to the public interest and the needs of the CATV
technical community. He gives unselfishly of his own personal time agreat deal and always seems to
come through with what is needed in the end."
You can't ask for much more than that. But even if you did, John Wong would probably find away to
deliver.
—Lesley Dyson Camino

10/June 1985
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Performance, Price and Reliability
Have Made Standard the Fastest
Growing Name in Commercial
Satellite Receiving Technology
THE INDUSTRY'S
FINEST WARRANTY AND
REPLACEMENT PROGRAM

In this rapidly growing, constantly changing industry, Standard Communications complete
line of satellite telecommunications
products gets noticed for delivering what we promise—dependable
performance at avery affordable
price.
Since 1979, when we first
entered the satellite marketplace,
we've been operating under the
same philosophy that has placed
our mobile radios, pagers and Horizon marine radios at the forefront
of their markets.
The result: new technologies
like our LNBC 24 and LNBC 4 Low
Noise Amplifier/Block Down converters, which reduce the possibility of UHF interference and
eliminate the need for long runs of
awkward, expensive cable, and
innovative designs such as our
unique loop-through feature, which
lets you add up to 100 slave receivers without losing signal strength
or using expensive external power
dividers and splitters.
Agile Receivers: Economical, Broadcast Quality Performance

"If the Agile 24 wasn't the
best receiver for the money,
we wouldn't use it:" _ATC-

The Agile 24M/S
Series—Our most
sophisticated
receivers, with
loop-through
design for economical system expansion. Known
industrywide for
quality and reliability, year after year.
The Agile 24SC—A
direct descendant of the 24S, our
new Agile 24SC offers the same
reliable broadcast quality—at a
lower price.
The Agile SK—Bringing Agile performance to the Ku band, the SK
accepts field-changeable plug-in
PROMs for avariety of Ku band
formats.

The Agile PC—Bringing Standard's
reputation for quality into the
private cable market, our new PC
offers a mean-time-to-failure
three times better than other
inexpensive receivers.
Complete System Capability
Standard knows that there's
more to agood picture than agood
(or even agreat) receiver. That's
why we offer complete TVRO systems with quality in every component.
In addition, we offer the personalized technical support you
need to start or expand your
operations.
Reader Service Number 6

Standard warrants all parts
and labor on all of its receivers for
one full year. If any Agile 24M/S.
24SC or SK fails in the field during
that year, well replace it fast—
usually within 24 hours. In years
two through five, you can have this
same protection for only $100 plus
shipping.
No other manufacturer offers
this kind of warranty, because no
other manufacturer can match the
reliability of the Agile line of receivers. For example, in 5years of service, our Agile 24M/S has aproven
record of less than 0.5% failure in
the field.
A Commitment to the Future
Our dedication to research and
innovative design is what has made

Standard the fastest growing
name in satellite receiving technology. By maintaining, and even
expanding that commitment.
Standard is making certain that we
will maintain that position of
leadership.
For more information call us:
800/243-1357 or in California
800/824-7766 ext. 275.

s®Communications
Standard
Standard Communications
P.O. Box 92151
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2151

Engineered to anew standard

My Turn

TV Signal Quality

By Archer Taylor
Malarkey-Taylor Associates

A

re you aware that there are no
I-CC standards regulating broadcast TV
signal quality? FCC rules for TV
broadcasting are concerned only with
interference to other spectrum users
and compatibility with consumer
products.
Carrier-to-noise ratio, for example, is
not specified at all. As in the cable TV
rules, the peak-to-peak variation in
transmitter output due to all causes
(including hum, noise and lowfrequency response) shall not exceed 5
percent. Enforcement of even that low
standard was suspended more than 30
years ago, "pending afurther
determination."' No frequency
response tolerances are stated for high
power TV; for low power UHF (less than
1kw), the response can droop as much
as 6dB at 3MHz; 12 dB at 3.5 MHz. 2
There is no FCC tolerance for
differential phase or gain,
chrominance-aural intermodulation
(920 kHz beat), chrominance-luminance
cross talk or luminance linearity. No
wonder Europeans refer to NTSC as
"never twice the same color."
To their credit, however,
broadcasters have done an excellent
job of establishing their own standards.
The Electronic Industries Association
(EIA), with the participation of the
National Association of Broadcasters,
Association of Maximum Service
Telecasters (MST) and various
equipment manufacturers, has
developed asubstantial body of
Recommended Standards of
Performance for broadcasting
transmitters, microwave relay systems,
monochrome and color TV cameras.
Tape recorders and film projection
standards also have been established
by the Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers (SMPTE).
12/June 1985

For many years, broadcast network
and station engineers have worked
with the Bell System to develop
guidelines for video interconnecting
facilities. The latest report of this
Network Transmission Committee,
known as NTC-7, was issued in June
1975, and revised in January 1976. (Copy
of the 1975 version is included as Part
IV of the NCTA Recommended
Practices).
Franchise administrators, as well as
cable operators, should be advised,
however, that the performance
objectives set forth in NTC-7 are
specifically applicable only "to video
facilities provided by the Bell System."
They are not meant to apply to the
signals delivered to the ultimate
consumer—the viewer.
Philosophically, broadcasters and
receiver manufacturers long ago
agreed that most of the tolerance
allowable in signal quality degradation
should be allocated to the high-power
broadcast transmitter with its vestigial
sideband and diplexing filters, the
transmitting and receiving antennas
and the home receiver itself. Cameras,
VTRs, studio electronics, network
facilities and STL should be as nearly
transparent as technologically possible.
For this reason, broadcast engineers
and technicians tend to become
accustomed to tight technical
standards of performance for

everything up to the transmitter input
port. Beyond that point, things begin to
fall apart rather fast, afact that not
many broadcast engineers realize.
Unless the studio and network facilities
are held to tight standards, they might
add an intolerable burden to the
distortions inherent in the transmission
and receiving facilities.
The fact of the matter is that, using
conventional home TV sets, it is
virtually impossible to deliver to
viewers off-air TV signals meeting the
standards set by NTC-7. Fortunately, it
is not necessary to do so because
picture quality observed on the screen
of the TV set will be rated "excellent" in
spite of signal degradation much
greater than specified in NTC-7.
Since cable TV systems are
interposed between the transmission
(either broadcast or satellite) and the
home receiver, they should be as nearly
transparent as is technically feasible.
The most likely sources of waveform
degradation are at the headend. Ihave
observed tests on modern headend
modulators and processors (yes—and
even demodulators) that are in full
compliance with most of NTC-7, and
only slightly out of compliance in afew
instances.
If noise, intermodulation, return loss
and ingress are maintained below the
levels recommended by NCTA, they
will be nearly imperceptible to the
typical viewer at anormal viewing
distance from the screen. 3The
broadband portion of acable TV system
then will be seen as nearly transparent.
The remaining impairments are
probably caused by some form of
"quadrature distortion" that is an
inherent consequence of vestigial
sideband amplitude modulation and to
an insidious and infinitessimal, but
cummulative, phase error, possibly in
the coaxial cable itself that tends to
Continued on page 65.
Communications Engineering & Design

Behind every Panasonic cable converter
lies 25 years of cable know-how.

Cameras. Switchers. Monitors. Video
recorders. You name it. For over
two decades Panasonic has been
supplying high-quality video
components to both the broadcast
and cable industries. In fact, we've
been supplying CATV converter
components for years.
But cable know-how is just one
reason to install Panasonic CATV
converters. There's also the reliability
you and your subscribers expect
from Panasonic.
For your subscribers who want

remote control, there's aPanasonic
converter with afull-lunction infra-red
control unit that fits snugly on the
converter when it's not in use. You can
aso give them 15-channel memory for
easy tuning. Two-speed up and down
channel scanting Even an optional
parental guidance key for controlling
the channels children watch.
No matter which Panasonic converter you choose, you'll discover
that it pays to buy CATV converters
from Panasonic. After all, we've
been cable ready for years.

For more information, call
Panasonic at (201) 392-4109 or
contact one of these Panasonic
CATV distributors.
Cable TV Supply Company
1-800-241-2332
S.A.L. Communications
1-800-645-9062

Panasonic

Industrial Company
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Technology transfer
Imade an amusing discovery acouple of months ago as Iwas poking around in
the grass outside my home: about 55 yards of RG-59, casually draped over shrubs
and lazily winding its way back to apedestal. It's connected to an MDU closure
that feeds my TV and about six others.
I'm waiting for the next lawn cutting, since most of the 55 yards of cable is lying
on the ground. It can't be spec.
So far, there's been no apparent move to bury or suspend it. And it's not clear to
me whether the ad hoc arrangement has something to do with the incredible tear,
jitter and roll I've gotten on anumber of frequencies. Ihope the situation is
temporary.
Repeated oftèn enough, such episodes could cause even the most open-minded
corporate communications manager to cringe at the very suggestion that any
network using CAN components could possibly be reliable enough to install.
That's too bad because it puts our industry's vendors in amuch-weakened
position when it comes to getting orders for broadband communication systems.
Fortunately, our occasional foot-shooting hasn't killed broadband's reputation.
Despite the gaffes, serious network users continue to view broadband technology
as suitable for avariety of applications.
Ispent some time at the International Communications Association's annual
meeting last month. ICA is agiant user group, representing companies that buy a
million dollars worth of communications gear ayear.
Big, complex, expensive stuff. Now, don't get me wrong, the show was still
heavily Ethernet and twisted-pair dominated. The big issue is more voice and data
integration than video and voice and data. But the old debate about local area
network technology has died down.
The issue isn't baseband (twisted pair) versus broadband (coaxial) any more. The
issue is PBX versus LAN.
The choice to be made, it seems, is between alocal network driven off aprivate
branch exchange or astand-alone LAN. Broadband now is an accepted technology
for getting certain jobs done. Meanwhile, Ku-band satellite and fiber optic
technologies continue their march into the marketplace.
And software defined networks, the much-heralded integrated services digital
network and all manner of other private network technologies continue to grow.
Bypass, in short, is areality. Business and governmental users are determined to
lower their communications costs, and private networks, whether hardwired or
software defined, are the rage.
It would seem to me that there's awindow of opportunity for broadband private
networks based on CATV technology. Fiber's going to get here soon enough, but
75-ohm RF is here now with MTBF figures of 12 years.
Somebody "accused" me of being "blue sky" the other day. Idon't think so. It's
just that people outside our industry take our technology seriously—perhaps more
seriously than we do at times.
I'd be interested in our readers' thoughts about this. I'd like to do what Ican to
give broadband LAN technology aboost. Any ideas?

OFFICES
Denver International Thomson Communications
Inc., 600 Grant Street, Suite 600. Denver, CO 80203 or- P.O. Box 5208 TA.. Denver, CO 80217, (303) 8600111 •
Washington Bureau 1625f Street. Suite 615.
Washington. D.C. 20006, (202)835-0900.
New York Bureau 101 Park Avenue, Fourth Floor,
New York. N.Y. 10178, (212)661-7410.
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ISIS: Magnavox's 600
Presenting
MHz Integrated Subscriber/In-

stitutional System. It carries both
subscriber signals and institutional
services—all on one line.
Let's talk business.
It makes good sense to operate
two services on one coaxial cable.
ISIS lets you serve your subscribers
while opening new markets: all
local businesses interested in data
communications and local area
networks.

And if businesses in your area
haven't been asking about LANs for
their data traffic, they may be soon.
It'll be apleasure.
Your subscribers will be
pleased with afull range of video
services. Your business customers
will enjoy access to new services,
wherever they're located within your
franchise area. And you'll reap the
benefits of operating two systems
while maintaining only one.
If you're building or rebuilding,

ISIS makes sense. For today and
tomorrow. Call your Magnavox
sales representative for more information. It'll be apleasure doing
business with you.

A NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY
100 FAIRGROUNDS DR MANLIUS. NY 13104
TOLL-FREE 800-448-5171 (IN NY. 800-522-7464)

ox's new 600 MHz
combines business with pleasure.
SEE ISIS
AT THE NCTA.
Booth #1700

DOMESTIC Sete'
Vehme in Der ,
1971P loll

'
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The future of stereo?
By Ned Mountain,
Sales Manager,
Wegener Communications

During the past 12 months, there has been much discussion
about stereo television in the United States. Now that the
technical standards "war" is over, all parties can get on with
the task of implementing the various technologies that will ultimately result in multichannel sound for consumers.
The technology is young. Only ahandful of stations actually
broadcast BTSC stereo and hands-on experience is extremely
limited. As with any young technology, the speculation, rumors and half-truths must be carefully sifted from the little
factual information that does exist.
The delivery of stereo audio to cable subscribers is not
something new. The industry has been doing it for years but
not in the BTSC format. In this article, Iwill concentrate on
delivery of satellite stereo TV signals to subscribers. In order
to do this properly, it is necessary to look at the delivery system from satellite uplink to TV set as three separate problems:
1) the satellite link, 2) the cable link and 3) the total system.

The satellite link
Satellite audio performance can be evaluated quickly by
looking at three key parameters—frequency response, distortion and signal-to-noise. Frequency response and distortion
generally are limited by the system electronics, while S/N generally is limited by the satellite link. Since all existing satellite
audio transmission systems are capable of providing excellent
frequency response and low distortion, Iwill concentrate on
S/N for the more common transmission systems.
Just about all satellite audio transmission systems rely on
FM subcarriers to provide stereo audio. There are several simple equations that make the analysis rather easy. Purists may
argue over the simplification, but the results will be valid
within 1dB. The first thing to determine is the actual C/N of
the subcarrier. Generally, by normalizing the bandwidth to 1
Hz, all equations can be simplified—thus, the term C/N, or
carrier to noise measured in a1Hz bandwidth. Here we go!
1) (C/Ni)subcarrier = (C/No)link + 10 log (m 2/
2)
Where: m = modulation index of the FM subcarrier (Don't
panic yet. We'll go through an example in afew minutes!)
Once the (oN, o)
subcarrier has been determined, the actual
audio performance can be predicted.
2) (S/N) au di o = (C/N o)
sc + 10 log [3 (dev) 2/
2(bn) 31
18/June 1985

Where: Deviation = peak deviation of the subcarrier by audio
bn = noise bandwidth of baseband audio filter
bn = 5822 Hz for a 15 kHz audio channel with 75u
second de-emphasis.
Another very useful equation is the audio signal to noise of a
double sideband suppressed subcarrier on top of an FM subcarrier, such as FM stereo multiplex or BTSC stereo.
3)
(S/N)audio

= (C/N 0)
sc + 10 log [1/4 (Dev) 2/Fsc 2bn]

Where: Dey = peak deviation of main subcarrier by DSBSC
subcarrier
fsc =center frequency of DSBSC subcarrier
bn =noise bandwidth of baseband audio filter
Now, for that example Ipromised, let's look at atypical satellite signal with a 6.8 MHz mono audio subcarrier and go
through the numbers.
Assume: Center frequency of subcarrier is 6.8 MHz.
Deviation of main carrier by subcarrier is 2.0 MHz
peak.
Deviation of subcarrier by audio is 237 kHz peak.
Assume that the TVRO is providing abasic C/N of 12 dB measured in a30 MHz bandwidth.
(C/N o)link = (C/N) 30 MHz + 10 log bandwidth
= 12.0 + 10 log (30 x10 6)
= 86.8 dB-Hz
Now that we have the (C/1\10)ii n k, we can work through equations 1and 2to determine audio performance.
(m = 2/6.8 + 0.294)
1) (C/NoYsubcarrier = (C/N o)ii n k + 10 log[m 2/
21

(C/No)subcarrier = 86.8 + 10 log[0.294 2/
21
= 73.2 dB-Hz
2)
(S/Maudio

= 73.2 + 10 log[3(237,000)2/2(5,822) 31
= 73.2 + (-3.7)
= 69.5 dB

This number (69.5 dB S/N) compares favorably with actual
measured performance.
Communications Engineering & Design
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Bellevue, Wash.
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Comband.
The design of the Comband system allows you to
After three years of extensive research, development
control when, and to what extent, you upgrade your
and field testing, the Comband system is here.
Now, with this one system, you can double your operation.You satisfy yourself, your subscribers and
channel capacity without laying another inch of cable. the franchising authorities without major construction
And, you get other revenue-generating features you've expense or disruption. So you increase your revenues,
lower your operating costs and get amuch faster reasked for.
Modular in design, the Comband system is flexi- turn on your investment, all in one step.
But to fully appreciate the Comband advantage,
ble, stereo-ready and so secure it virtually eliminates
you have to see it in operation.
any possibility of signal theft.
For aComband Express demonstration, call Ron
The converter itself contains aone-way addresPolomsky at 1-800-GE-CABLE. Because, for the
sable baseband system that's competitive with any
ultimate in flexibility and control, there is no alterproduct on the market. Add the Comband decoder
and you can double part, or all, of your existing chan- native to the General Electric Comband system.
nel capacity in amatter of weeks.
The System With Everything But Competition.

See us at booth 2519 at the Las Vegas NCTA Show.

"GE" is aregistered trademark of General Electric Company.
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Satellite stereo audio
There are three common methods in widespread use today
to transmit stereo audio from programmer to affiliates. They
are:
•Dual Subcarrier Matrix—used by MTV, TMC and Disney
•Wegener 1600 (Panda I) System—used by TNN, CMTV, USA,
ESPN, ARTS and PTL
•Wegener Digital with Dolby ADM—used by VH-1 and MTV
Figure 1illustrates the MTV baseband with two subcarriers.
L+R is transmitted at 6.62 MHz and L—R is transmitted at 5.8
MHz. Digital stereo is transmitted at 7.4 MHz with a digital
subcarrier.
If we go through equations 1and 2for the individual analog
subcarriers and assume a basic receive C/N of 12 dB, we get
the following results:

Assume: Basic C/N of downlink is 12 dB
Modulation index of subcarrier is 0.18
Thus: (C/N o)
sc = C/N o + 10 log[m 2/
2]
= 86.8 + 10 log[0.18 2/
2]
= 86.8 + (-17.9) = 68.9 dB-Hz
(S/N) au di o = 68.9 + 10 log[3(50,000) 2/
2(5,822) 3]+ Ac
= 68.9 + (-17.2) + Ac
= 51.7 + Ac
The term Ac is the companding average. If Ac = 20 dB (Panda
I), then the final audio S/N = 71.7 dB. If Ac = 40 dB (Panda II),
then the final audio S/N = 91.7 dB. These numbers compare
favorably with actual field data taken over the years.

(S/N)L_R = 70.8 dB
(S/N)L

companies involved in international satellite audio transmisson. Let's walk through the S/N number for a narrowband
companded subcarrier.

R = 69.7 dB

(S/N)L or R = 67.2 dB
Figure 2 illustrates a baseband that utilizes the Wegener
narrowband audio transmission system. Each subcarrier is
deviated 50 kHz peak by the audio and operates at aconstant
modulation index—typically 0.18. A very key element of the
Wegener system is companding, which is necessary to extract
broadcast quality audio from narrowband subcarriers. All of
the cable programmers using narrowband subcarriers are using the Wegener Panda I(1600) system which provides acornpanding advantage of approximately 20 dB. The same subcarrier parameters couple with an advanced compander, the
Wegener Panda II, which provides acompanding advantage
of approximately 40 dB. Panda II is aprofessional companding
system used by several radio networks, the BBC and several

The Wegener digital system in use by VH-1 and MTV is an
example of efficient digital audio transmission. This is made
possible by an advanced Adaptive Delta Modulation system
developed by Dolby Laboratories. Wegener has licensed the
Dolby technology (In fact, VH-1 is the first commercial application of Dolby Digital Technology to be implemented.) and
coupled it with direct FSK transmission and multiplexing to
form acomplete system. Typical performance of this system
is:
Frequency Response: 50 Hz -15 kHz
Distortion: <0.5 percent
S/N: >75 dB

Figure 1 MTV
baseband with L+ R and L-R subcarriers
(not illustrated is a Wegener digital subcarrier at 7.4 MHz)

Dual subcarrier matrix

Video

4.2

L—R

L+R

5.8

6.62

7.0

MW baseband
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Figure 2
Wegener narrowband subcarrier transmission system typical baseband

Subcarrier system
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UNIVERSAL TIE-WRAP CABLE MARKERS
• FIELD TESTED • WEATHER RESISTANT • TAMPER PROOF •
Fits any size drop cable up to %" • No tools recuired • Will not slide or spin
All series available in eight colors • U.V. stabilized • Easily read from ground level

100
SERIES
0-9, A-Z
Abbreviations
and
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•THE MOST COMPLETE MARKING SYSTEM AVAILABLE.
• HOT STAMPED FOR PERMANENT IDENTIFICATION•

Telecrafter
PRODUCTS CORPORATION
P.O. Box 30635 — Billings, Mt. 59107
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Save time, simplify audits and eliminate mistakes.
Supplied in strips of 10 for ring attachment.
For FAST DELIVERY call toll free

1-800-548-7243

See us at the NCTA Show Booth #2465
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Figure 3
BTS transmission on satellite
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NOW THE ODDS ARE

THREE TO ONE

IN YOUR FAVOUR!

In this high stakes field of cable and low power
television, you can bet on us -the odds are three to one
we have the equipment you need. The combined
Cable Power, DBC and Triple Crown product lines
cover almost every aspect of CATV and LPTV. Whether
your system is big or small, the Triple Crownoroup will
pay off with dependable performance -our track record
proves it! Choosing our products isn't agamble, odds
are you'll become aTriple Crown winner!
24/June 1985
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As more of the Dolby circuits are committed to full integration, the end performance will improve even more.

Figure 4 Video C/N at drop

Predicted audio S/N ratios vs. C/N

BTSC on the bird

80 -

We have been through several examples and some discussion to show that the industry is now providing excellent
quality audio to affiliates. Figure 3 illustrates an idea that is
bound to surface sooner or later: transmitting BTSC directly
on the satellite. This method of transmission will yield marginal performance at best. To illustrate:

70-

-N
BTSC COMPANDED

BTSC Parameters: Dey (L +R) = 25 kHz peak
Dey (L—R) = 50 kHz peak
Assume same mod index as aconventional 6.8 MHz subcarrier.
(S/N)L

R = 73.2 + (-23.2) = 50 dB

(S/N)L_R = 73.2 + (-37.6) = 35.6 dB

o

(2)
(3)

(S/N)L or R = 35.4 + Ac = 35.4 + 14 = 49.4 dB
0-

This says that if BTSC were transmitted on the satellite directly, the audio S/N at the headend would be only about 50
dB. Increasing the deviations substantially still would yield
marginal performance. For example, increasing L+ R to 237
kHz peak deviation and L—R to 474 kHz peak deviation would
only provide an S/N at the headend of approximately 67 dB,
while requiring a subcarrier with an occupied bandwidth of
well over 1MHz.

NOTES:
1. AUDIO -15dB IN ALL LASES
2. BTSC -SPLIT SOUND
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• ADDRESSABLE SYSTEM PRODUCTS
• TRUNK, DISTRIBUTION, LINE &
APARTMENT AMPLIFIERS
• BROADCAST TRANSMITTERS
AND TRANSLATORS
REXDALE, ONTARIO — (416) 241-2651

• CATV STANDBY POWER SUPPLIES
IN 2, 3or 4 BATTERY MODELS
• NON-STANDBY POWER SUPPLIES
REDMOND, WASHINGTON -(206) 882-2304

•
•
•
•

PREPACKAGED CATV HEAD ENDS
SATELLITE TELEVISION RECEIVERS
TV & FM HEAD END COMPONENTS
LINE & APARTMENT AMPLIFIERS
MISSISSAUGA, ONT. — (416) 629-1111
DEERFIELD BEACH, FLA. — (305) 429-0870
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In summary, BTSC is just not the way to go on satellite systems. There are better ways to provide high quality audio to
the headend.

Figure 5
FM stereo simulcast

Stereo audio on cable
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The One-Stop Source
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Since BTSC transmissions will be broadcast to consumer TV
sets, cable transmission of BTSC must be considered when
looking at the various ways of transmitting stereo to subscribers. This phenomenon will be market driven and become
more serious as the new TV sets get into the hands of subscribers.
The cable industry has been providing TV stereo for many
years using aclosed loop FM simulcast system. Although not
totally ideal, it does work; and it is in widespread use. Since
the big issue for stereo on cable is still signal to noise ratio, I
think it is interesting to compare the S/N ratios of four systems: TV monaural, FM monaural, FM stereo and BTSC stereo.
Figure 4 is aplot of the predicted audio S/N as afunction of
the video C/N available at asubscriber drop.
FM broadcast in mono can provide excellent performance,
while FM stereo drops approximately 23 dB. Note that FM
stereo typically is providing S/N ratios in the high 50 dB range
—not excellent but definitely listenable.
Note that the difference between FM stereo and FM mono
is 23 dB, while the difference between BTSC stereo and TV
mono is considerably less (about 14 dB). Also note that the difference is not constant. This is because early implementation
of the BTSC technology tends to flatten out the ultimate
stereo S/N carriers at the high end. This is one area where I
expect future hardware enhancements will make BTSC perform even better. Ibase the logic on the analogy between FM
mono and FM stereo. Early FM stereo receivers provided very
marginal performance that seldom approached theoretical
limits. With today's implementation of FM stereo, it is possi-
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In the real world...
nobody boils the MC' Coaxial cable.
Customers don't complain about its performance either.
Not one. (And that's no B.S.)
Maybe you've seen our competition boiling our cable. Or chopping it up. Or crushing it with a 2000-ton truck. Or
doing something else outrageous with it. We agree, it makes a great demonstration. But it doesn't prove a thing
about MC 2 Coaxial Cable. Because these aren't real-world situations.
In the real world, there's never been a challenge MC 2 couldn't meet. In test after test, MC 2 not only performed, it
actually out-performed the competition. Just ask our satisfied customers.
In the year since MC 2 was introduced, we haven't had asingle complaint. Because our product has lived up to our
promises. When we promised superior flexibility, we delivered that flexibility. We patented a design of using air instead of foam to deliver less attenuation. We promise you'll save money on installations, connections, labor and on
the cable itself. Also, MC 2 is extremely resistant to moisture ingress and migration because each cell is an
hermetically sealed compartment.
Honestly, we don't know of a single real-world test that MC 2 couldn't handle. To prove it, we invite seriously interested persons to tour our test facilities. Just call toll free 1-800-526-4385. No other cable outperforms MC 2 in the
environment that counts most....the real world. That's a promise.
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Not one complaint in one year.
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Vibra King
offers an
easy way
to lay cable
where space
is limited.
Accu-Punch® Model 175 Underground Boring Tool
is the easiest, most effective way to lay cable in
tight, limited space areas. With an overall length
of 36" and arevolutionary diameter of 1
4 ", the
/
3
Accu-Punch Model 175 is the smallest boring tool
ever manufactured.

Figure 6
Out-of-band system
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The ideal solution.
The dramatically reduced size of the Model 175
makes this boring tool apractical, more efficient
way to run residential service laterals. It is ideal for
laying cable under sidewalks and driveways—any
place where space is limited. Accuracy is our
specialty with this size tool up to 50 feet.

RE

FIEADEND

CONVERTER/ RI
DESCRAMBLER

Easy to operate. Sets up in minutes.
The Model 175 is lightweight and easy to use. All
you need is aminimum sized start up and exit pit. It
can operate at shallow depths of 16" or deeper and
requires only 14 cfm air consumption to operate. It
eliminates the need for large entry pits and heavy
levering cradles.

ALTERNATE.
ME -IHOD
DECODER

TRACKING
IS "USER FRIENDLY"
R

SUBSCRIBER

Durable and Dependable.
The Model 175 Piercing Boring Tool uses
compressed air to percussion bore its way through
any type of soil. The stepped movable cutter head
design works like apiston; chiseling, splitting and
displacing everything in its path without losing
direction. A 90° rotation of the air hose will reverse
the tool.

ble to provide 80 + dB S/N in stereo to listeners in direct offair broadcast with city-grade RF contours.
Wegener Communication's early experiments with BTSC
verify that the signal is quieter than FM stereo and probably
will be very acceptable to subscribers.

Cable stereo configurations

For More Information:
Contact Vibra King, Inc. and request our Equipment and Accessories catalog. Write: Vibra King,
Inc., Box 247, Mankato, MN 56001. Or Phone:
507/387-6574. Toll-Free: 1-800-533-2077.
TWX: 910-565-2449. (CONDUX MKTO).

VIBRA KING, INC.

It is appropriate to look at three methods of delivering
stereo to subscribers: FM stereo simulcast, alternative delivery and BTSC compatible.
Figure 5illustrates the FM stereo simulcast system in widespread use today. It delivers usable signals and requires no
cable operator capital outlay in the home. Its major disadvantage is the dual tuning problem—definitely an inconvenience
in many cases.
Figure 6is a"generic" block diagram of an "alternative delivery" system. Such asystem delivers stereo TV signals out of
band. Several different technologies have been proposed or
are being commerc:ally marketed. Such systems are more
complex and require additional cable spectrum to carry
stereo. Ithink you will see several different system concepts
emerge using both analog and digital techniques. Bandwidth
efficiency, power requirements and capital investment considerations must be weighed carefully.
An interesting variation of alternative delivery would be to
use FM monaural transmission for discrete Left and Right
channel audio. Recalling Figure 4, it is possible to provide
80 + dB S/N per channel with FM mono without the use of
companding.
Figure 7illustrates aBTSC compatible system. At the headend, the audio is encoded into BTSC and integrated into the
TV channel. To asubscriber with anew stereo TV set, the cable-generated BTSC channel would be no different than
broadcast BTSC. Contrary to recent reports, BTSC generators
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at the headend will be available at reasonable prices. The
Wegner BTSC modulator, for example, costs approximately
$2,400 and the price is expected to drop in late 1985.
BTSC signals represent the ultimate "user friendliness" to
cable subscribers. While several combinations of converter/
descramblers represent a challenge, the major vendors are
hard at work solving the BTSC compatibility problems. The
most flexible arrangement to keep everyone happy is to simultaneously transmit BTSC and FM stereo. This allows the
new stereo TV sets to come on-stream and be fully usable
while still providing stereo to those choosing not to purchase
astereo TV—all without requiring the cable operator to invest
in additional set-top devices.

Figure 7
FM stereo

BTSC compatible stereo
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Conclusions
This article has covered alot of ground. The stereo TV issue
is beginning to heat up and will ultimately be driven by marketplace demand. 1expect the real demand to start in late
1985 or early 1986. By keeping all issues in perspective, we can
make rational judgments and decisions now to prepare for
the future.
With regard to satellite audio delivery, excellent audio quality is being delivered today to cable headends; and satellite
audio systems are evolving totally independent of BTSC. With
regard to cable delivery, the major vendors are busy adapting
products to take advantage of BTSC stereo. The major problems are being solved.
Ultimately, there will be astrong marketplace demand for
BTSC stereo on all channels. This demand will be driven by
the desire of our subscribers for user-friendly systems that integrate easily with all aspects of consumer electronics. We
must pay attention to these subscriber wishes in order to remain competitive in the face of alternative delivery technologies. CEO
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OBSTRUCTION LIGHTING

We provide you with the following services:
Underground and aerial construction either on aturnkey or labor basis.
• Strand mapping and design services
• Meter balance and sweep system
• Head-end and earth station installation

Dedicated to Quality and Performance

e

Rohn manufactures complete Obstruction
Lighting Systems for all types of application.
For more information call or write:
See us at Booth #1562. #1563.
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LIGHTING CONTROLS
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DATA
MODEL BCM- 10 1
BROADBAND MODEM

_

Microphonics, vibration, synthesizer
and cable noise are problems of the
past with EF Data's BCM-101 Broadband Modem. A new proprietary
technique using digital signal processing makes the modem tolerant to
system noise and cable intermodulation products. We call it EFplex and it
puts our BCM-101 light years ahead
of the competition as atotally errorfree product for data transmission.

Carrier spacing of down to .6 X
data rate allows a BER of 10 -9 .The
modem is frequency synthesized in
50 KHz steps to provide full agility
from 5-400 MHz. DS1 interface-1.544
MB/s. V.35 interface-750 KB/s. Other
data rates available.

EF

DATA
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This is an all digital "tweek-free"
modem with aremarkably low single
unit price of only $3,450. Call
602-968-0447 today or write:

EF Data Corporation
1233 North Stadem Drive
Tempe, Arizona 85281

Rebuilding
with feedforward
By Bert Henscheid,
Vice President, Engineering,
Texscan Corp.

The decision to upgrade the performance of an existing system by rebuilding ultimately brings one around to
comparing the advantages of various
technologies available. Conventional,
power addition and feedforward amplifiers all have pros and cons. There are
too many variations in spacing and levels and existing systems to formulate
any kind of single solution for all rebuilds. Generally, however, rebuilds
that preserve trunk locations and existing coaxial cable may be accomplished
by employing feedforward technology.
Rebuilds that preserve distribution amplifier locations may be accomplished
by employing power addition and parallel power addition technologies. But
each system is different. This article will
describe some of the rebuild considerations and show some specific examples
of the decision-making process.

limiting factor). Adjust the operating
levels until both noise and overload
reach their limit at the same point in the
cascade. Do this first for conventional
amplifiers, then power addition, then
feedforward. Maximum system length
and best overall performance undoubtedly will point to feedforward. Now,
compare the costs versus performance
with your budget and choose the best
one.
Figure 1shows relative cable loss relationships of commonly encountered
old and new system bandwidths. Note
that large jumps in rebuild bandwidth
require very high-gain amplifiers to preserve the same trunk station locations.
High-gain amplifiers decrease the dynamic range drastically because of the
lower input levels and higher output
level requirements.
For trunk analysis, the old "V" charts
still are a handy device for optimizing
trunk levels for agiven cascade length.
(An example is provided in Figure 2.)
Modern computer programs give the
same information in tabular form and
are abit more elegant.

Trunk
The major objective of the upgrade
or rebuild of trunk electronics should
be to preserve the original trunk locations and preserve the cable which is in
place. The following describes an analysis process that should achieve this
objective and optimize the cost of
equipment required.
The first step in comparing these performances is to define the requirements of the new system by doing a
gain/spacing analysis of each span.
Start with the trunk and compute the
new gain requirement at the new bandwidth. Next, compute the dynamic
range by calculating the carrier to noise
ratio and carrier to composite triple
beat ratio (cross-modulation, if it is the
32IJ une 1985

Distribution
A second major objective should be
to preserve the existing distribution cables and the locations and type of line
extenders.
Bridger, line extender and tap levels
are the real "gotcha" in this process.
Many old 220 MHz systems were designed for bridger levels as high as +50
dBmV. Levels to accommodate adirect
drop-in bridger module at 300 MHz will
approach +54 dBmV. It is well documented in published literature that 60channel feedforward technology falls
apart above +45 dBmV average level
(40/49 dBmV linear tilt) because of the
compression point of the hybrid used
for the main and error amplifiers. In
cases where higher distribution levels
are required, power addition modules
will be abetter choice since they follow
the 2:1 distortion curve to approximately +52 dBmV for 60 channels and
+57 dBmV for 35 channels. Parallel
power addition modules can extend
these levels another 3dB.
The Texscan bridger architecture pro-

Figure 1
Required spacing of new systems vs. old systems
New BW (MHz)
Old BW
216 MHz

Spacing
24
22
20

300
29
26
24

400
33
30
28

450
36
33
30

MHz
dB
dB
dB

270 MHz

24
22
20

25
23
21

29
27
25

31
29
26

dB
dB
dB

300 MHz

24
22
20

28
26
23

30
28
25

dB
dB
dB
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and anew lower price make
Micro-BeamTM the top choice on the bottom line.
óelre

Channel Master's MicroBeam" CARS-band microwave transmission system lets
you serve isolated pockets of
subcribers more cost-effectively than ever. More subcribers mean more revenue—and
Micro-Beam" sends 52 channels up to 15 miles at the
lowest cost on the market.
Don't stop with price: compare what you GET for your
money. Channel Master backs

Micro-BeamTM with 24-hour
ON-SITE SERVICE for a full
year. Compare features, warranty, and service with any
other CARS-band cable bypass
system: you'll buy MicroBeam'.

MehasselMastei
Division of Avnet, Inc.

Industrial Park Drive
Smithfield, North Carolina 27577
(919) 934-9711
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Figure 2
V-curve for typical 450 MHz trunk
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vides a4dB better chance of preserving
line extender locations. Two independent parallel bridger output hybrids
each serve two bridger distribution
ports via atwo-way splitter (4 dB loss).
The standard approach is that of one
bridger output hybrid amplifier serving
all four bridger distribution ports via a
4-way splitter (8 dB loss). This architectural advantage can mean the difference between being able to preserve
tap and line extender locations and
being forced to move them.
In arecent analysis made by the System Design Group at Texscan on a270
MHz upgrade to 400 MHz, it was determined that the trunk easily could be
replaced by 28 dB gain feedforward
amplifiers. An analysis was made of the
distribution lines in an attempt to preserve the tap and line extender locations. To accomplish this scenario, 50
percent of the bridgers would have outputs of +50.5 dBmV; 38 percent would
have +55 dBmV output; and 12 percent
would have outputs of +60 dBmV.
Seventy-three percent of the line extenders would have outputs of +57
dBmV. Obviously, asignificant amount
of redesign and rebuilding would be
required on this system even with feedforward and power addition units in
the distribution.
If feedforward is chosen for the

P.O. Box 308

Feedforward and
power addition
amplifiers offer a
powerful means of
upgrading
performance
without total
rebuilds. .

5850 South County Rd. 25-A

trunk, and the trunk levels are higher
than normal, check the bridger tap levels to be sure they are compatible with
the bridger. In one system rebuild, the
feedforward trunk levels were set for
+42 dBmV, and the bridger levels were
set at +48 dBmV. The bridger had to be
padded down to be compatible.
Check with the equipment manufacturer to be sure of this compatibility.
Texscan has implemented a "plug-in"
bridger tap directional coupler approach so that any combination of
trunk amplifier levels may be appropriately matched to the necessary bridger
levels required to meet the rebuild requirements.

Design examples
Three examples are given that show
the trade-offs involved. First, assume an
upgrade from 270 MHz to 400 MHz on a
20 amplifier casade. Conventional
equipment could not be used past five
trunk amplifiers because of the high
distribution levels. However, as shown
in Figure 3, afeedforward trunk, power
addition bridger and conventional line
extenders would yield acceptable performance.
The second example illustrates an
upgrade from 216 MHz to 300 MHz. Acceptable performance can be achieved
with conventional equipment if the tap

Tipp City. Ohio 45371

513-667-4416
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levels are reasonably low. If higher tap

Figure 3
Cascade performance analysis of three examples
Example #1

270-400 MHz

Trunk
FF

Bridger

1 LE

Type

PA

Cony.

2LE
Cony.

Old Levels
New Levels
CNR
CTB
Cascade
Spacing

32.0
38.0
45.0
61.0
20
27

42.0
46.0
45.0
58.4

40.0
44.0
44.9
57.2

40.0
44.0
44.8
56.1

dBmV
dBmV
dB
dB
dB

Example #2

216-300 M Hz

Type

FF

PA

CO

CO

Old Levels
New Levels
CNR
CTB
Cascade
Spacing

32.0
33.0
46.0
79.0
20
26

44.0
48.0
46.0
65.1

42.0
46.0
45.9
59.0

42.0
46.0
45.9
55.5

dBmV
dBmV
dB
dB
dB

Example #3

300-450 MHz

Type

FF

PA

FF

FF

Old Levels
New Levels
CNR
CTB
Cascade
Spacing

32.0
38.0
44.8
62.5
15
26

46.0
30.0
44.7
54.6

42.0
47.0
44.7
53.8

42.0
47.0
44.6
53.2

dBmV
dBmV
dB
dB
dB

levels are required, as shown, feedforward trunk and power addition bridgers must be used. Note in Figure 3that
the bridger level is +48 dBmV before
split, and the line extender level is +46
dBmV. This analysis is based on original
bridger levels of +44 dBmV before
split. If the original bridger level is
higher, then other trade-offs will have
to be investigated.
The third example illustrates an upgrade from 300 MHz to 450 MHz. Satisfactory performance in this system cannot be achieved with conventional
equipment. Feedforward trunk and line
extenders and power addition bridgers
are required to meet reasonable performance levels, even at the fifteenth
trunk station.
There still are a number of 220 MHz
systems on 30 VAC power. The increased current consumption of feedforward, power addition and even modern conventional equipment will almost certainly force a redesign of the
power system. If so, plan on 60 VAC
powering.
Feedforward and power addition
amplifiers offer a powerful means of
upgrading performance without total
rebuilds, but each system must be analyzed individually to determine the best
combination of equipment. CED
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Preventing secondary
decoder theft via master/slave
configuration
By Tony Chen-tung Li
Manager, Product Design Engineering
Oak Communications Inc.

TV decoders and then rent those decoders to other subscribers, thereby
circumventing the normal premium
service fee. The result is less revenue
for the system operator.
The Oak master/slave concept provides a system of control for addressable cable systems using out-of-band
data carrier whereby slave (secondary)
decoders must be operated in the presence of an in-resident master (primary)
decoder. Otherwise, they will be disabled by the system headend.

In the operation of cable television systems, asubscriber may have more than
one TV receiver which he wants to connect to the cable system. Each of those
receivers will require an individual cable TV decoder unit if it is to have full
access to the programming on the cable system. Frequently, cable operators
provide pay services to asecondary decoder at asignificantly lower subscription rate than that charged for the use
of the primary decoder.
Many CAN system operators are
concerned that subscribers will pay the
lower rate for one or more secondary

The master/slave concept
The master/slave configuration consists of at least two decoders. The master is the primary unit in the premise,

and the slave is the secondary unit. The
slave unit does not function unless its
address control data from the headend
transmitter is protected by amaster decoder. Thus, if the slave unit is used in a
neighbor's home without its master, it
will not function.
Both the master and the slave can individually respond to all addressable
features from the headend because the
uniqueness of the scheme lies in the
selective blocking, by the master unit,
of deauthorize commands directed to
all slave decoders from the headend. A
high level of security can be achieved
without requiring complex handshaking duplex data communications between the two decoders.

Figure 1
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Figure 1illustrates afunctional block
diagram of a master/slave configuration, the FSK inhibit approach. The master is designed to transmit a DC pulse
of a certain duration to the slave that
will disable the slave decoder's control
data line during adeauthorize message
that follows an inhibit message. (See
Figure 2.) The DC pulse is put on the RF
input cable of the master decoder
whenever an inhibit command is received from the headend via the out-ofband standard FSK control channel.
The inhibit command is sent to all
master decoders in the system as a
group. The duration of the inhibit DC

pulse is sufficient to disrupt the following message, which is directed to slave
decoders. The inhibit function operates
as long as the master decoder is powered. The frequency and period of the
deauthorization command can be operator-controlled at the headend. The
slave decoder is designed to respond to
the DC pulse inhibit signal. When this
pulse is present, the FSK control data at
the output of the slave FSK receiver is
deactivited and no control data messages can be received by the slave microprocessor.
Periodically, the headend sends
deauthorize messages to all slave de-

coders as agroup, preceded by agroup
inhibit command sent to all master decoders. If the slave decoder is connected to the master decoder via the
splitter, it will be protected from the
deauthorize command and will continue to function normally. If the slave
is not connected to the master, it becomes deauthorized following reception of the first deauthorize message.
Both slave and master decoders can
be manufactured the same and shipped
as master units. At installation a message from the headend can be sent via
the standard FSK control channel that
will configure designated decoders as

Figure 2
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Figure 3
External gated attenuator
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slaves or masters. The DC block units
are required to block any DC signal
from entering the system, as well as to
prevent possible DC signal attenuation
caused by customer equipment hookup (such as VCRs). Most commonly
available splitters can pass DC signa!s
without significant degradation from
output to output.
Central to this approach is a tech nuque of informing the master units of
an impending slave disable command.
In any system employing this technique, the ability of apirate to covertly
mimic the master's message interruption process must be examined. The
Oak solution to this issue, as well as
other problems of control channel manipulation (or tampering), is to encrypt
all control channel data messages using
a time-varying process. Thus, a pirate
will be unable to detect the slave disable warning message going to the master units.
Figure 3shows afunctional block diagram of the external gated attenuator
approach to the master/slave configuration. The master decoder is designed to
transmit aswitching pulse on to the input cable. This switching pulse is transmitted by the master decoder immediately following reception of an inhibit
command trom the headend via the
standard FSK control channel. The in-
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The uniqueness of
the scheme lies in
the selective
blocking, by the
master unit, of
deauthorize
commands directed
to all slave decoders
from the headend.

hibit command is sent to all master decoders in the system as a group. The
duration of the switching pulse is sufficient to prevent the reception of the
following deauthorization message,
which is directed to all slave decoders.
The switching pulse operation is executed as long as the master decoder is
powered.
The gated attenuator is designed
such that the signal from the cable drop
normally passes directly through to a
splitter. However, when a switching
pulse from a master decoder is imposed on the output port of the device,
an attenuator is switched into the line
to interrupt the RF signal. When the
switching pulse is removed, the device
returns to normal operation—passing
all signals on the cable.
In the gated attenuator configuration, any addressable decoder that is
system compatible can be used as a
slave decoder. No special master/slave
hardware is required in the slave decoder. At installation a message from
the headend will be sent to the slave
decoder to make it associate with the
slave group. Periodically, adeauthorize
message is sent to all system slave decoders as agroup. If aslave is operated
downstream from a master-decodercontrolled gated attenuator, it will be
protected from receiving the deauthor-

ize command. If the slave decoder operates directly on the system, it will
deauthorize following reception of the
first deauthorize message. Again, DC
blocks are required to prevent significant degradation of the DC switching
pulse.
The gated attenuator method can
readily be extended to multiple dwelling situations where alarge number of
slave decoders are required for the
master decoder. (See Figure 4.) This can
offer an interesting alternative to offpremises equipment in situations
where unauthorized migration and use
of home terminals is the principal concern.
There is no restriction to the number
of slaves in one building. Each building
would be treated as a separate group
with its own group address. Thus, slave
decoders from one building would be
useless in any other building. However,
interruption in the cable spectrum between the gated attenuator on/off states
can create short duration disturbances
visible in the TV picture.

Summary
The problem of secondary decoder
theft is a major concern for cable system operators that offer lower rates for
secondary decoders. The master/slave
solution will eliminate that risk for ad-
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Figure 4
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For the two approaches described,
the master and slave decoders can be
manufactured and shipped identically.
At installation the decoders can be reprogrammed from the central control
computer to function as master or slave
decoders. For the gated attenuator approach, the slave decoders do not re-
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quire any special master/slave circuitry
to function as slaves. The control message will utilize atime-varying encryption process to ensure maximum security. These techniques are being patented and currently are under
development at Oak Communications.
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NOTE: This article is based on apaper to be
included in the NCTA '85 Technical Papers.
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General Electric.
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Amplifier
SSS and sense
By David Underwood.
Applications Engineer,
Scientific-Atlanta Inc.

Feedforward technology has opened a
new sense of cascade freedom for the
designer, but cascade limitation is not
the only consideration when determining what types of amplifiers and cable
are to be used in any given application.
Cost is one issue that must be examined on a practical scale. That is, cost
from ahardware as well as apower consumption point-of-view. There are several options that must be considered in
order for feedforward technology to
play apositive problem solving role. The
intent of this article is to define apractical application for feedforward technology with regard to system economics,
technical practicality and system simplicity.
First, Iwill examine device comparisons of push-pull, parallel hybrid and
feedforward. Next, we will look at feedforward in asupertrunking application.
With at least three gain versions available, it can be difficult to pick and
choose the right gain and cable diameter combination to fit optimum performance versus economics. A price/performance comparison will be presented
relative to cable diameter and trunk amplifier gain. Third, we will illustrate the
use of trunk amplifier technology combinations. Here we will examine atrunk
cascade comprised of 60 percent pushpull and 40 percent feedforward. The
point is to match 100 percent parallel
hybrid trunk performance while reducing cost and system complexity. Fourth,
the system upgrade gain requirements
will be examined, offering feedforward
as apractical solution. Finally, aseries of
trunk/feeder performance analyses will
be presented realizing optimum usage
and placement of feedforward, parallel
hybrid, and push-pull amplifiers.
44/June 1985

System limitations
Among the various characteristic limitations in cable systems, noise and distortion contribute more to system degradation than any other elements. Since
noise and distortion contributions are
predictable elements (as long as levels
are held constan», cascade length versus acceptable levels of noise and distortion are easily calculated.
Distortion generated in CAW amplifiers is caused by the non-linearity of the
hybrids and is a function of channel
loading and signal level. Composite triple beat (CTB) and cross modulation
products, will degrade by 2dB for every
1dB increase in signal level. The carrier
to noise relationship (C/NY will improve
by 1dB for every 1dB increase in signal
level.
The most significant factors influencing end-of-line performance are the single station characteristics. Improvement
in single station characteristics over con-

ventional push-pull technology is accomplished with parallel hybrid and
feedforward technology.
In order to understand the relationship of individual station performance
relative to end-of-line performance, a
brief description of push-pull, parallel
hybrid and feedforward technology is in
order.
Broadband transmission of video and
data over coaxial cable requires the incorporation of distortion reduction techniques into the active portion of the system. The most familiar and common
means of reduction techniques are
found in the standard CATV hybrid amplifier.
Push-pull, rather than single-ended,
amplifiers permit broadband amplification while contributing a minimal
amount of distortion to the system. Utilization of a push-pull output configuration results in reduced second-order distortion when compared to single-ended

Figure 1
Device specification comparison

Push-pull
Gain
Freq. Response
Output Level
CTB
NF
DC Current

19dB
±0.1 dB
33 dBmV
—84 dB
6dB
230mA @ 24V

Parallel
Hybrid

Feedforward

19 dB
±0.2 dB
33 dBmV
—89 dB
6.5 dB
450mA @ 24V

24 dB
±0.2 dB
33 dBmV
—106 dB
9dB
670mA 0 24V

Notes:450 MHz 62cH loading
When combined to form complete amplifiers, the different devices
result in performance shown in Figure 2. This chart assumes identical
interstage and amplifier losses of the different devices.
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•Front Panel Diagnostics for Easy System
Adjustment

•Video Transmission Modulators/
Demodulators (NTSC or PAL/SECAM)
•Wideband I.F. Modulators/Demodulators
(NTSC or PAL/SECAM)
•Sub-Carrier Audio Modulators/
Demodulators
•Video Input/Output Processors
•Input/Output Converters
(14 MHz to 450 MHz)
•Ti Modems

MEETS YOUR APPLICATION
NEEDS
•CATV Supertrunking
•Studio Links (STL)
•Satellite TVRO to Headend
•High Speed Transmission of Data &Voice

The CATEL Series 3000 is the FM transmission system that gives broadband
users superior performance, high reliability and unequalled convenience.
Call CATEL Telecommunications today at (408) 988-7722 for the answer to
your broadband transmission system needs.
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See us at the NCTA Show at Booth 2139.

CATEL

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

DIVISION OF LIN 7E3 SCIENTIFIC CORPORATION

4800 PATRICK HENRY DRIVE
SANTA CLARA. CA 95054
(408) 988-7722/TWX 910-33B-2263

output amplifiers. This was the first use
of distortion cancellation techniques in
CAN applications and has proven to be
effective and highly reliable.
As discussed earlier, the output levels
of a push-pull device will play a major
role in setting the distortion limitations
of that same device. Distortion performance of an amplifier at a given level
can be improved if two push-pull hybrids are placed in a parallel configuration. The output level of each active device is reduced, resulting in approximately 5.5 dB of distortion improvement
over conventional push-pull amplifiers.
Because of input and output coupling
losses within the power-doubling device, parallel hybrid amplifiers have a
slightly worse noise figure than their
push-pull counterparts.
The feedforward concept can be explained as follows:
1. A signal introduced to the input of
the feedforward gain block is amplified
by the main amplifier.
2. The output of the main amplifier is
compared to its input. The result is an
error signal consisting of the distortion
products generated by the main amplifier.
3. This error signal is amplified by the
error amplifier.
4. The amplified error signal is subtracted from the output of the main am-

Figure 2
Typical station specifications
(450 MHz, 62 chan.)

Trunk Amplifiers
22 dB
28 dB
22 dB
26dB
30 dB
22 dB
26 dB

PP TRUNK
PP TRUNK
FF TRUNK
FF TRUNK
FF TRUNK
PH TRUNK
PH TRUNK

GAIN (dB)

CTB (dB)

NF (dB)

22

81

28
22
26
30
22
26

82
99
99
99
88
88

9.1
9.3
12.0
10.0
9.0
8.0
8.5

29
29
29

62
66
79

5.3
8.5
10.0

32
33
32

62
67
78

7.5
8.0
8.5

Bridging amplifiers
PP BRIDGER
PH BRIDGER
FF BRIDGER

Line extender amplifiers
PP LINE EXTENDER
PH LINE EXTENDER
FF LINE EXTENDER
Outputs
TRUNK 33 dBMV, BRIDGER 46 dBMV, LINE EXTENDER 46 dBMV
lypical specifications include losses for equalization and interstage AGC/
ASC and thermal compensation, if applicable.

NO MORE HOLES TO DRILL!

0111ETÀF CLIP NEED SMI HOLES
ONETAP Clip fastens coax cable to
poured concrete—no need for special
tools! Tempered steel pin easily penetrates poured concrete, cinder blocks,
mortar, bricks, hardwood floors. Strain
relief grip holds ONETAPn" Clip on cable
while pin is driven—route cable as you
install. 3sizes fit all coax cable installs.
Available in long pins for use in porous
materials. Patent Pending.
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TA-9
Fits: Ground Wire.

TA-7
Fits: RG-59 Coax,
Regular or Quad.
RG-6 Coax.

CEO

Ire LI MCNSTALLER PRODUCTS
Illinois Tool Works Inc.
195 Algonquin Road
Des Plaines, IL 60016
Tel: 312-296-5469
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Attn: Greg Hayward

Please send me more information about ONETAP' C:ip.
TA-9
D TA-7
C TA-8
TA-9 Long Pin D TA-7 Long Pin C TA-8 Long Pin
Name
Company
Address

Fits: RG-59 Dual Coax,
Regular or Quad.
RG-6 Dual Coax,
Regular or Quad.
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plifier. Consequently, the distortion
products generated in the main amplifier are cancelled out.
Phase relationships are critical in order for the feedforward cancellation to
take place. Consequently, highly accurate delay lines are required to maintain
the proper phase relationships throughout the feedforward gain block.
In comparison to standard push-pull
technology, the feedforward technique
renders aminimum 18 to 20 dB improvement in distortion. A specification comparison between push-pull, parallel hybrid and feedforward devices is shown
in Figure 1.

Supertrunk applications
the
greatest advantage when used in conjunction with higher amplifier gains.
This is particularly helpful when implementing a supertrunk application, as
less trunk amplifiers may be used to
reach agiven distance.
The economics of the design now
must be analyzed to choose the proper
cable diameter along with amplifier gain
to satisfy a given end-of-line performance.
The examples below show three gain
versions of feedforward trunk stations22, 26 and 30 dB. Each gain version was
used with 0.750, 0.875 and 1.0 inch cable
Feedtorward

technology

otters

and compared on performance and
cost. Desired performance at the end of
the cascade is 45 dB C/N and 57 dB CTB.

System cost with 26 dB gain
0.750 inch-$ 88,000
0.875 inch-S 95,000
1.000 inch-$115,000

spa( ing

22 dB gain feedforward at 450 MHz
0.750

PLAIN CABLE TOTAL
CABLE COST
TRUNK TOTAL
FF TRUNK COST w/AGC
0.875" PLAIN CABLE TOTAL
CABLE COST
TRUNK USAGE
FF TRUNK COST w/AGC
1.000" PLAIN CABLE TOTAL
CABLE COST
TRUNK USAGE
FF TRUNK COST

= 110,880 FT.
= $40,000
= 55 (22 dB)
= $54,000
= 110,880 FT.
= $53,000
= 50 (22 dB)
= $48,000
= 110,880 FT.
= $77,000
= 46(22 dB)
= $43,000

(NOTE: 110,880 FT. = 21 MILES)

System cost with 22 dB gain spacing
0.750 inch-$ 94,000
0.875 inch-$101,000
1.000 inch-$120,000

30 dB gain feedforward at 450 MHz
0.750"

PLAIN CABLE TOTAL
CABLE COST
TRUNK TOTAL
FF TRUNK COST w/AGC
0.875" PLAIN CABLE TOTAL
CABLE COST
TRUNK USAGE
FF TRUNK COST w/AGC
1.000" PLAIN CABLE TOTAL
CABLE COST
TRUNK USAGE
FF TRUNK COST

= 110,880 FT.
= $40,000
= 42 (30 dB)
= $45,000
= 110,880
= $53,000
= 36 (30 dB)
= $38,000
= 110,880 FT.
= $77,000
= 33(30 dB)
= $35,000

System cost with 30 dB gain spacing
0.750 inch-$ 85,000
0.875 inch-$ 91,000
1.000 inch-$112,000

26 dB gain feedforward at 450 MHz
0.750" PLAIN CABLE TOTAL
CABLE COST
TRUNK TOTAL
FF TRUNK COST w/AGC
0.875" PLAIN CABLE TOTAL
CABLE COST
TRUNK USAGE
FF TRUNK COST w/AGC
1.000" PLAIN CABLE TOTAL
CABLE COST
TRUNK USAGE
FF TRUNK COST w/AGC

= 110,880 FT.
= $40,000
= 48 (26 dB)
= $48,000
= 110,880 FT.
= $53,000
= 42 (26 (IB)
= $42,000
= 110,880 FT.
= 577,000
= 38
= $38,000

Price versus 21 mile supertrunk
performance
C/N
(dB)

CTB Supertrunk
(dB)
Cost

44.7
45.2
45.7

55.9
57.0
57.6

22 dB Spacing
0.750" Cable
0.875" Cable
1.000" Cable

S 94,000
101,000
120,000

General Representative
for Europe: Catec AG
Habsburgerstr 22,
6003 Luzern.
Tel. 041-559275
Telex: FICOM 78168
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The Comsert 1000 can locate any
spot on any tape on any VCR! Our
video detectors and tally circuits will
accurately verify that the spot has been
played!
The Comsert 1000 also features:
• Random Access---The system can
assign any VCR or groups of VCR's to
any single program or multiple program sources. • User defined preroll
time for each program source. • Insert
commercials on more than 10 program
sources, that is: USA, ESPN, CNN,
MTV, etc. •Ability to control more
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together on multiple machines. You
are not limited to 1or 2minute blocks
of time. •V.I. switching. •System
capacity is over 10,000 commercials
per week. •System can be supplied
with optional time base correctors and
audio compression units. •Multi-user
capability. Up to 3 terminals can be
if
•..
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113

than 50 VCR machines. •Commercials can be inserted into the schedule.
up to 15 minutes before air time.
•Complete VCR status, that is, cued.
running, played, etc. •Future programming well beyond a one year period.
• 10, 15, 30, 60, 90 second spots, or
any other lengths, can be programmed
to run on an individual basis or linked

di-tech

added to the system. •Simple to use
editing system with continuous prompting for inserting the required codes for
each spot. •Complete open avail listings for each program source. •Variable window for cue tones. •Stereo
Audio.
Call, write or telex for more information on the Comsert 1000, or request
our free catalog today. Whether it be
for radio, television, mobile vans or
production studios, explore Di-Tech's
high quality, reliable, easy-to-operate
answer, to your present and future
needs!
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C/N

CTB

Supertrunk

(dB)

(dB)

Cost

44.4
45.0
45.4

55.4
56.5
57.4

$ 88,000
95,000
115,000

26dB Spacing
0.750" Cable
0.875" Cable
1.000" Cable

while still meeting the minimum end
trunk cascade performance criteria of
45 dB C/N and 57 dB CTB.

Feedforward and
push-pull combinations

30dB Spacing
0.750" Cable
0.875" Cable
1.000" Cable

43.0
43.7
44.0

54.5
55.9
56.6

$ 85,000
91,000
112,000

It may be concluded from the preceding example that the combination
of 22 dB gain feedforward amplifiers
and 0.875 inch GID Ill cable provides
the best combination of lowest cost

tatien

As more and more feedforward amplifiers become plug-compatible with
their push-pull counterparts, the idea
of mixing feedforward and push-pull
amplifiers in agiven trunk is becoming
increasingly accepted throughout the
cable industry. This method of custom
tuning a cascade permits the designer
to obtain desired end-of-cascade performance specifications without using
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feedforward in all trunk stations. This
flexibility minimizes up-front costs,
while permitting future system expansion.
One result of being able to mix feedforward and push-pull is the ability to
come up with trunk cascades that have
equal end-of-cascade performance to
that of total parallel hybrid trunk cascades, while still using some amount of
push-pull trunk amplifiers. This approach minimizes the number of amplifiers that are not push-pull and still
meets the desired end-of-cascade performance.
The next questions to ask are: What
mix of push-pull and feedforward amplifiers equals total parallel hybrid performance? Is that push-pull/feedforward mixture less expensive to build
and power than the total parallel hybrid
cascade?

Trunk cascade performance
100 percent parallel hybrid cascade
performance
Individual station specifications
C/N = 56.7
CTB = 88.0
Trunk Output = 32 dBmV
Cascade analysis (21 trunk amplifiers):
CTB (CSC) = (-88.0) + 20 Log (21)
= -61.5 dB
C/N (CSC) = (-56.7) + 10 Log (21)
= -43.5 dB

0
4

40 percent feedforward + 60 percent
push-pull cascade performance
Individual station specifications
1. Feedforward specifications:
C/N = 60.2 dB
CTB = 91.0 dB
Trunk Output = 37 dBmV

Let Lindsay
put your system
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Tel. 705-324-2196

JOHN WEEKS
ENTERPRISES
PO. Box 645
641Grayson Hwy.,
Lawrenceville,Georgia.
30246 Tel. 8002411232
0r404.963.7870

THE HEAD END INC.
2690 Sawbury Blvd.,
Worthington, Ohio.
43085
Tel. 614.766.0874
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2. Push-pull specifications
C/N = 54.9 dB
CTB = 85.9 dB
Trunk Output = 31 dBmV
Cascade analysis (8 feedforward/13
push-pull trunk amplifiers)
1. Feedforward segment (8 amplifiers)
CTB (CSC) = (-91.0) + 20 Log (8)
= -72.9 dB
C/N (CSC) = (60.2) + 10 Log (8)
= 51.2 dB
2. Push-pull segment (13 amplifiers)
CTB (CSC) = (-88.0) + 20 Log (13)
= 65.7 dB
C/N (CSC) = (-54.9) + 10 Log (13)
= 43.8 dB
Communications Engineering & Design
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Have you ordered equipment from other suppliers because it's
almost as good as RMS, and cheaper? Only to spend more money
replacing that product due to trouble calls and breakdown?

Why settle for less than RMS?

RMS
*Offers highest quality products at affordable prices.
*Maintains arevolving inventory to fill any size order.
*Assures factory tested products that meet printed specifications.
*Has account executives to inform you of availability and delivery
of your order.

RMS

dtage tite teeltericiaet iet mietel"

RMS ELECTRONICS, INC. /CATV DIVISION
50 ANTIN PLACE, BRONX, N.Y., 10462
CALL COLLECT: (212) 892-1000 (New York State)
TOLL FREE: (800) 223-8312 (Continental U.S.A.,
gin Islands)
See us at Booth #192
Reader Service Number 39

ONLY SUPERTRI
ASMILE TI
New QR Supertrunk" is one of the toughest trunk cables
ever developed. Even with afull 1V8 inch OD it's still flexible enough to bend around those tight corners to go up
fast with no special handling.
It's available now with aband width of 550 MHz and
any amplifier spacing you're likely to need. And, with a
return loss of 30 dB or better and very competitive pricing,
you'll earn big dB/$, mile after mile.

,1111(CAN WEAR
MS SMALL.
If other big cables have been giving you big headaches,
call your local M/A-COM rep for data and samples. You'll
see why, around here anyway, everybody's smiling.
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MA-COM Cable Home Group, PO Box 1729, Hickory, NC 28601 800-438-3331, in NC 8C0-222-6808, telex: 802-166
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40 percent feedtorward
push-pull

Figure 3
Post upgrade bandwidth
(MHz)
3
-a

216
260
co —
N
300
330
ez
400
450

a,

260
24.3

300
26.3
23.8

330
27.8

400
30.6

25.1

27.7

23.2

25.6

24.3

25.7
23.3

$ 250/PP amplifier
x13

450
32.4
29.3
27.0
28.4
25.7
24.4

Post Upgrade Gain
(Assumes 22 dB pre-upgrade spacing)

3. Combination cascade (8 feedforward
+ 13 push-pull)
CTB (SYS) = 61.0 dB
C/N (SYS) = 43.1 dB
From the preceding analysis, it can
be seen that 40 percent feedforward/60
percent push-pull cascade performance
is quite near that of 100 percent parallel
hybrid cascade performance in most
trunk applications.
With performance equalized, the next
analysis will look at equipment costs of a

+ 60 percent

40 percent feedforward/60 percent pushpull versus a100 percent parallel hybrid
cascade. For clarity, the pricing shown
reflects only the trunk module pricing
since all other costs (AGC, housing,
power supply, etc.) are common to both
examples.
100 percent parallel hybrid
$ 380/amplifier
x21
$7,980/21 amplifier cascade

$3,250
$ 500/FF amplifier
x8
$4,000
$7,250/21 amplifier cascade
Forty percent feedforward/60 percent
push-pull has approximate performance
parity with 100 percent parallel hybrid,
yet the electronics cost less than the parallel hybrid system.

System powering
Feedforward devices and parallel hybrid devices draw significantly more
current than their push-pull equivalents. For this reason our comparison is
not complete without a look at powering cost comparisons between our 40
percent feedforward/60 percent pushpull and 100 percent parallel hybrid cascades.
The following calculations reflect a
conservative total power consumption
for the 21 parallel hybrid trunks and the
push-pull/feedforward combination
trunk. For this illustration we will examine power consumption using 0.70 (70
percent) as the power supply/transformer efficiency.
100 percent parallel hybrid cascade
21 parallel hybrid cascade
Step 1-DC(W) = DCI xDCV
DC(W) = 0.66 x24
DC(W) = 15.84 WATTS
Step 2-AC(W) =
DC(W)
power supply etficiency
AC(W) = 15.84
0.70

CABLE-PREP *is the best Hex
Crimp Tool on the market, and ours
was the first Hex Crimp Tool
to feature acompression
adjustment.

There is ho acceptable substitute for aHex Crimp Tool
which has been proven in the
field. CABLE-PREP. the innovator,
continues to offer quality, service
and dependability.
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AC(W) = 22.62 WATTS
Total Power = 21 amplifiers x26.62 AC
(WATTS)
For information on our expanded
line of over 25 Hex Crimp Tools,
contact your CABLE-PREP"
Distributor.

Parallel hybrid = 475 AC (WATTS)

BEN HUGHES

40 percent feedforward/60 percent pushpull amplifier cascade
13 push-pull amplifiers segment:

COMMUNICATION PRODUCTS CO.

304 BOSTON POST ROAD, P.O. BOX AS,
OLD SAYBROOK, CT 06475 (203) 388-3559

See us at NCTA Booth #2164 and #2165
Reader Service Number 41

Step 1-DC(W) = 0.44 x24
= 10.56 WATTS
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We're the only U.S. company left that
makes all of its cable TV distribution
equipment in the U.S. The others have
absconded to Second and Third World
labor markets. C-COR has survived
because our amplifiers are ingeniously and
simply designed so that they can be more
efficiently produced and better serviced.
We've built a reputation on outstanding
product reliability. Our performance
claims are backed by a three-year war

raniy, unmatched in the industry.
With 32 years of experience under one
continuous management, C-COR is lean,
resourceful, cable-wise and cornpetitive.
The American accent is unmistakable. If
you are planning to expand or rebuild
your system, or just replace afew passives,
call us and learn what we can do for you.
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60 DECIBEL ROAD •STATE COLLEGE, PA 16801 •814238-2461
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Figure 4 Amplifier types versus cascade performance
AMPLIFIER TYPE
TRK
BR
L.E.
(2)

MAXIMUM
CASCADE
(TRUNKS)
15

PP

PP

PP

PH

PP

l'P

17

FF

PP

PP

35

PP

PH

PH

21

PP

FF

PP

19

PH

PH

PH

25

FF

FF

PP

so

FF

FF

FF

57

COMMENTS
1. If outputs of two line extenders are not derated by 3dB,
the trunk cascade is limited to (1) in cascade.
1. Use of parallel hybrid trunks extends the total
push-pull cascade by (2) amplifiers (113%).
1. Use of feedforward trunk amplifiers extends the
total push-pull cascade by (20) amplifiers
(+133%) and extends the
parallel hybrid trunk/push-pull feeder by
(18) amplifiers (+ 106%)
2. Amixture of FF/PP in the trunk could be used for shorter cascades.
1. Use of parallel hybrid in all feeder amplifiers extends
the total push-pull cascade by (6) amplifiers (+40%)
2. Use of parallel hybrid line extenders permits use of non-derated
output levels while still maintaining good trunk cascade lengths. (18 amps)
3. Use of parallel hybrid feeder permits the use of elevated feeder levels
while delaying compression by nearly 3dB over push-pull and feedforward feeder.
4. Cost effective where 2or less feeder legs are used off bridger.
1. Use of afeedforward bridger extends the total
push-pull cascade by (4) amplifiers (+27%)
2. All line extenders remain push-pull
3. Use of afeedforward bridger becomes increasingly cost effective
where 2or more feeder legs are used off of the bridger.
1. Atotal parallel hybrid system extends the total
push-pull cascade by (10) amplifiers (+66%)
1. Use of feedforward trunk/bridger and push-pull line extenders
extends the total push-pull cascade by (35) amplifiers (+233%) and
(25) more than atotal parallel hybrid system H- 100%)
2. All line extenders remain push-pull.
3. Line extenders can be left at 46 dBmV (without derate)
and still obtain a(35) amplifier cascade.
4. A mixture of FF/PP on trunk could be used for shorter cascades.
1. Use of total feedforward system extends the total push-pull cascade
by (42) amplifiers (+280%) and (32) more
than atotal parallel hybrid system. (+ 128%)
2. Use of feedforward line extender is costly, but can be effective where
use of extended feeder cascades is required (
>3line extenders)

Step 2-AC(W) = 10.56 = 15.09 WATTS
0.7
Total Power = 13 Amplifiers x15.09 AC
(WATTS)
Push-Pull Segment = 196.17 AC(VVATTS)

GEt us into
your systEm.
To keep subscribers happy,
you need fast, accurate, affordable system maintenance.
Which means you need our
Model 1881 System Analyzer.
With this microprocessorcontrolled, 4 MHz to 1GHz
instrument, you can quickly detect amplifier distortion all the
way from headend to subscriber. Tests are as simple as
pushing abutton. Built-in features include carrier to noise,
hum modulation, FM deviation,
cross modulation, and composite triple beat.The Model
1881 also calibrates itself automatically, which ensures
accurate repeatability.
For afree demonstration,
call Toll Free 800-622-5515.
In Indiana, phone
317) 788-5965.) Wavetek
ndiana, Inc., 5808 Churchman, (P. 0. Box 190) Beech
Grove, IND 46107. TVVX
810-687-6038.
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8teedtorward amplifiers segment:
Step 1DC(W) = 0.88 x24
= 21.12 WATTS
Step 2AC(W) = 21.56 = 30.17 WATTS
0.7

Total power = 8am pl ifiers x30.17 AC
(WATTS)
Feedforward segment = 241.36 AC
(WATTS)
40 percent feedforward/60 percent
push-pull cascade
= 196.17 W + 241.36 W
=437.53 AC (WATTS)

Assuming similar power factors and
transformer power supply efficiencies,
it may be concluded that the cost of
powering a system with 40 percent
feedforward/60 percent push-pull staCommunications Engineering & Design

Eliminate the weak link...
with Alpha Standby Power.

• Alpha is the FIRST and ONLY UL/CSA approved Standby
Power Supply in the industry — proof of our commitment
to product safety and reliability.
• Alpha has Remote Status Monitoring systems in operation
with many M.S.O.'s. Simple plug-in upgrading and
compatible with any CATV amplifier maker. Two
configurations to choose from.
• Alpha has the fastest battery recharge time in the business.
Nearly twice as fast as our nearest competitor.
• Alpha has authorized service centres located
throughout the nation. Just in case you need them.
Fast turn around by qualified technicians.
• Contact us and find out about the many other
IMPORTANT features.

SO DON'T MAKE STANDBY POWER THE
WEAK LINK OF YOUR SYSTEM. SPECIFY
ALPHA... YOUR BEST BUY IN THE LONG RUN.
ALPHA TECHNOLOGIES
1305 Fraser St.. D-6
Bellingham, WA 98226
TEL: 206-671-7703
7305 East Evans Rd.
Scottsdale, Arizona 85260
TEL: 602-948-4484
7033 Antrim Ave.
Burnaby. B.C. V5J 4M5
TEL: 604- 430-1476
TELEX: 04-356760
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For Sales and Service
in Your Area:
Westec Communications, Inc.

Micro Sat s/e inc.

Scottsdale, Arizona
TEL: 602-948-4484

Marietta. Georgia
TEL: 404-971-1021

Westec Communications. Inc.

R. Alan Communications

Napa, California
TEL 707-255-2010

Indianapolis, Indiana
TEL: 317-849-7572

NCS Industries. Inc.

A& M Communications

Willow Grove, Pennsylvania
TEL: 215-657-4690

Minneapolis. Minnesota
TEL: 612-881-1311

Cable TV Services
Garland, Texas
TEL: 214-494-3348
In Canada:
Anixter-Micro-Sat
Pickering. Ontario
TEL 416-839-5182
1-800-263-4655
TELEX: 06-981256
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tions is less than the cost of powering a
system with 100 percent parallel hybrid
stations.
There is another factor to be considered when contemplating using total
parallel hybrid versus amixture of feedforward and push-pull stations. No matter what system is being considered, it
is desirable to keep the system as simple as possible. This practice maximizes
system reliability and minimizes service
requirements—a major goal for all cable system engineers.
Use of 100 percent parallel hybrid stations increases the complexity of every
trunk amplifier in the cascade. Use of
40 percent feedforward and 60 percent
push-pull concentrates the higher performance amplifiers in less than half of
the trunk cascade—keeping most of the
trunk with simple push-pull stations.

post upgrade trunk gain. For this reason,
all of the following system applications
will involve 26 dB trunk amplifiers.

System upgrade

System Bandwidth
Channel Loading
Trunk Gain
Bridger Output
Line Extender Output

By definition, a system upgrade involves using the existing trunk cable,
and possibly distribution cable, but still
expands the system's bandwidth. This
requires higher gain trunk amplifiers
since the post-upgrade attenuation per
amplifier will be greater.
Figure 3 shows the trunk amplifier
gains required to accomplish various frequency upgrades. As can be seen from
Figure 3, most upgrades involve a26 dB

System applications
analysis
With all the potential combinations
of push-pull (PP), parallel hybrid (PH)
and feedforward amplifiers in trunk,
bridging and line extender applications, the system engineer is faced with
the task of determining which type or
types are most effective in any given
application. The following section outlines cascade limitations of many combinations of distribution amplifiers and
comments on the advantages of each
type.
The cascade analyses use the amplifier performance shown earlier in this
paper and assume the following:
450 MHz
62
26 dB
46 dBmV
46 dBmV (1 I.E.)
43 dBmV (2 I.E.)
Tilts
3dB Trunk
7dB Feeder
Minimum End-Of-Cascade Performance (Including Bridger and 2Line
Extenders)
C/N =43 dB
CTB =53 dB

Conclusions
• Parallel hybrid and feedforward
technologies offer the system engineer
great flexibility in designing a. new
build, rebuild, or upgrade cable system.
• For the reason of system simplicity
and reliability, push-pull technology
should be used whenever parallel hybrid or feedforward amplifiers are not
needed.
• Feedforward technology is a costeffective solution to supertrunking applications.
• Use of feedforward and push-pull
technology can be acost-effective alternative to using 100 percent parallel hybrid cascades.
• In applications where many feeder
legs are being served by abridger, feedforward bridgers/push-pull line extenders can offer economic and performance advantages over parallel hybrid
bridgers and line extenders.
• In applications where there are few
feeder legs coming out of bridger or
where elevated feeder levels are required (>46 dBmV), parallel hybrid
bridgers and line extenders can offer
economic and performance advantages
over feedforward bridger/push-pull line
extenders. CED

CATII
SYSTEM
DESIGN
SOFTWARE
THAT
WORKS!

!his remarkable program can start working for your CAN
system moments after you plug it in. Your own technicians will
design the system with ease after very little training. D3 is
PC compatible, graphics use CATV symbols (see below), designs
to subscriber (not to tap), provides BOM instantly (including
hardware cost and useage per mile), records various system
stats and permits on-screen editing; and we support D3. Call
or write for D3 data, price and delivery to your system.

SIMPLE AND EFFECTIVE
An instrument you can find fault with"
Bill Ewing, President of Western CATV Distributors Inc. congratulates Avtek Inc. on its name
change to Riseraond Instruments.

DLM Enterprises, 590 Commerce Park Drive,
Suite 160, Marietta, GA 30060, 404/426-5153
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Our new low cost microwave line extender can
extend your service and your profits

1TO 60 CHANNELS
OUTDOOR
RECEIVER

The new Hughes AML® line extender can solve alot of problems which may be
costing you money. Problems with natural barriers. Problems with long amplifier
cascades. Problems serving small pockets of potential subscribers. Our microwave line extender can make it easy and economically attractive to offer cable
services where cable can't go.
These new line extenders are multichannel transmitters which block upconvert
one to 60 channels. They accept combined VHF input in the 54 to 440 MHz
range directly from your cable. They allow you to reach new subscribers that have
previously been uneconomical to serve.
Not only can they offer new services, they can protect your existing services
during planned and unplanned interruptions. Our microwave line extender makes
an excellent, frequency-agile hot standby. The Hughes AML line extender is cable
powered, can be mounted indoors or out, and has atemperature regulated
enclosure for extra stability and reliability. It shares spares and service techniques
with all AML transmitters and is compatible with all Hughes AML receivers.
For more information write Hughes Microwave Communications Products,
Bldg. 245, P.O. Box 2940, Torrance, CA 90509-2940, or call toll-free (800) 227-7359.
In California (213) 517-6233.

Hughes A
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By David A ndis

is one way cable operators
hope to generate new revenue streams.
Another growing area is local ad insertion. Today, almost all non-premium
services, such as CNN, ESPN, USA,
MW, The Nashville Network, Lifetime
and others, make local ad time available
to their affiliates.
Avail times vary from a minimum of
one or two minutes per hour upwards
to six minutes per hour for local systems to insert their local ads. The potential for revenue from the commercial insertion endeavor is tremendous.
A system in Houston, Texas, predicts it
will generate over $1.5 million in local
ad sales in 1985, with asubscriber base
of 18,000. Translated into dollars, this
projection would equal roughly $83.33
per sub—almost hard to believe. Yet it's
happening across the country as rapidly as manufacturers enter the hardware market for commercial insertion
equipment, which ranges from the very
simple one machine per channel to the
complex and elaborate random access
units with computer programs that do
everything from scheduling to billing.
The drawbacks to local commercial
insertion are mainly production and
equipment expenses. The cheapest I've
seen commercial insertion done is just
Pay-per-view
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under $3,000 per channel. That's the actual insertion equipment cost. In addition to equipment, you have to invest in
a sales force and develop a marketing
scheme. Also, someone has to produce
the spot, put it on tape, lay down the
necessary tones for cuing and update
the tapes regularly. Because the initial
expense sometimes is prohibitive, specialized commercial insertion firms
have moved in. They lease the rights to
asystem's avails for either aflat fee, a
percentage or both.

Access and L.O.
There are other choices as well. Local
programming has been in the shadows
for a few years. After the franchising
hoopla died down, the problems of wiring, theft prevention, must-carries,
scrambling and adding new networks
outweighed investments for local channels. Systems that invested heavily in
access channels began to lose money,
and many scaled down their local productions. Others pulled the plug. But
when the industry pushed its federal
deregulation bill through Congress last
year, it also intensified the few areas of
local control which remained with city
council. So, the issue persists.
There are two basic types of local
channels. The first and most common
are access channels: public, govern-

ment, leased and educational channels.
An initial equipment investment averaging around $50,000 usually is necessary.
The second, and least programmed,
local channel format is local origination. In essense, alocal origination station is aminiature independent broadcast channel. Best of all, an L.O. station
can sell air time just like its broadcast
counterpart but for much less. While
there is no standard right way to do
L.O., we have learned afew things.
In the United States, 43 percent of all
L.O. channels are combination access/
L.O. Only 9 percent of the local channels in the country are strictly L.O.
MSOs operate 90 percent of the local
origination channels, while 9 percent
are operated independently. Operating
budgets vary accordingly. The average
equipment investment into L.O. by an
MSO is roughly $250,000, while independents average considerably less at
$100,000. Most local channels own or
have access to amobile unit, and more
than 41 percent have both avan and a
production studio. The most popular
yearly budget is under $25,000 with
more than 30 percent reporting.' Unfortunately, there are no records as to
annual income from local origination
stations and, thus, no accurate way to
tabulate their rate of success or failure.
Communications Engineering & Design

Getting started
It will be very hard to set up even the
most basic local station without an initial budget of at least $100,000.
The following is ageneral overview of
equipment necessary to start a simple
production operation.
Two cameras (studio/eng)
Editing pack
Two time-base correctors
Production switcher
Video tape players
Lighting
Audio board
Test equipment
Monitors
Sync generators
Mics/batteries/chargers
Tripods/carrying cases
Distribution amps/assrt
Automation switcher
Character generators
TOTAL:

$20,000
10,000
15,000
7,000
5,800
3,000
3,500
4,500
4,300
3,100
2,000
5,000
2,000
6,000
10,000
$101,200

Another area of concern is staffing.
Nearly 50 percent of the companies
doing local programming operate with
astaff of less than five full-time employees. The remainder of the workload is
done by volunteers, either from the
community or neighboring schools and
universities. Although often young and
untrained, these volunteers more than

The average
equipment
investment into
L.O. by an MS0 is
roughly $250,000,
while independents
average
considerably less at
$100,000.

make up in energy and enthusiasm
what they lack in experience. As far as
full-time employees are concerned, students fresh from college appear to have
acorner on the marketplace. Cable has
become an excellent entry-level industry for recent graduates trying to find a
place in the TV and video world.
After you've begun organizing the
hardware and staff, programming is the
issue. And the product must reflect the
community which it serves.
A local origination station format can
be profitable if done properly. Next
month, I'll examine ways in which L.O.
stations can increase their appeal to
both viewers and advertisers, and I'll
try to project the outlook for local programming channels. cia)
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Provide acustomized service
"Cherry-Pick" and descramble selected cable channels
Output standard 12 channels (or more) eliminating converters
Optional inputs -"off-cable", "off-air" or audio/video
Most options and features of top CATV headend equipment

"Profitably serving hotels, motels, hospitals
apartments and office complexes."
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Off-channel MIS
By James Wonn,
Manager Equipment Engineering,
Group W Cable
A year ago, the cable industry was
much concerned with BTSC and for
good reason. We had alot of questions:
Would BTSC produce quality audio in a
cable environment? How would cable
equipment react? Would interference
be asignificant problem? Would BTSC
lead to a customer-friendly product?
Over the past year, only modest progress was made to dispel most of these
concerns, but we have learned some
positive things.
First, multichannel sound and BTSC
are not necessarily synonymous. Stereo
sound can be delivered to our cable
customers in forms other than the
BTSC format received off-air. Second,
customers want stereo audio, and we
believe they'll pay for it.
Let's touch on some regulatory issues
for amoment. No one knows if the FCC
will ultimately rule multichannel sound
amust-deliver. But Group W Cable believes that if the FCC rules on this issue
at all, it will be must-deliver, and not
must-carry. No matter how the FCC

Quality
Control

rules, we're preparing to move forward
to evaluate alternative, non-BTSC methods for delivering TV stereo.
Last spring, fearing the worst about
BTSC, the cable industry called for
some alternative means of delivering
multichannel sound over cable. One alternative called for was to deliver the
stereo sound in aspecial and separate
band of frequencies, independent of
the normal TV channel. This meant
equipment had to be worked out that
automatically coordinates the reception of the appropriate audio signal
with whatever channel the TV set is
tuned to. If successful, the customer
would be able to enjoy stereo without
needing to buy astereo TV. Instead, the
stereo sound would be produced in the
stereo equipment already found in
most homes.
Happily, a number of vendors responded with creative, user-friendly
hardware solutions that feature some
form of automatic channel tracking,
remote volume control, some secondlanguage capabilities, and do not require acostly stereo TV for delivery.
Also in 1984, Group W Cable did
some field and lab testing. This testing

For accurate and dependable AGC
compression and noise suppression on
satellite earth station down links, you can
rely on the Valley People Model 610. Each
of the Model 610's two channels consists
of acompressor section and an expander
section both controlling acommon gain
element. This circuit design allows the
compressor and expander to be used interactively, thus delivering anoise-free
signal at the desired level to the distribution network.

has started to produce some answers
on issues of quality of delivered sound
and potential for interference, but our
inquiries and level of understanding
are far from complete. We do know,
however, that the baseband delivery
equipment we now own probably
won't work. Most of our headend modulators and demodulators require some
modification for delivery of BTSC
stereo sound. Some microwave signal
transport equipment needs to be modified to carry BTSC, and some so-called
stereo TVs are subject to interference
from scrambled signals.
One specific field test relates to determining if signals delivered to subscribers are actually stereo. In our first
few systems receiving BTSC, we
thought we had discovered how to deliver it over the cable because we could
see the BTSC pilot carrier on asubscriber drop with a spectrum analyzer. In
another case, that conclusion was
reached because the stereo LED lit up
on a"stereo" TV set. But of course, it
takes much more than just the pilot carrier to make BTSC stereo work.
We learned that we needed some
simple, non-subjective way to confirm

As Wes Hanemayer, Staff Engineer with
the Corporate Engineering division of Cox
Cable Communications explains, "After
much research, Ifound the Model 610 to
be the product currently available that best
satisfied our needs, while remaining cost
effective, easy to set up and reliable."
You, too, can gain the benefit of using
the Model 610 Dual Compressor/Expander at your facility. Call us today, and we'll
send you aModel 610 for afree 15-day
evaluation.

VALLEY PEOPLE, INC.

P.O. Box 40306 2817 Erica Place Nashville, Tenn. 37204
(615) 383-4737 •TELEX 3785899 •NASH .
AUDIO
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Plug In
Broadcast
Stereo

Another Innovation From
The People At Wegener.
Wegener Communications, the people who pioneered satellite delivered
stereo technology, have done it again.

Introducing TV stereo, the technology
known as "broadcast multi-channel
sound' that makes true high fidelity
and bi-lingual audio areality with the
new stereo equipped TV sets now
entering the marketplace.
For cable services, all it takes to start
offering subscribers this exciting new
audio format is abroadcast stereo
modulator card that plugs into your
Wegener 1600 Mainframe.

Over 3,000 cable systems are already
using our expandable 1600 Mainframe to provide FM delivered stereo
services such as MTV and The
Nashville Network. Now that plug-in
broadcast TV stereo is also available,
shouldn't you be talking to the stereo
audio experts at Wegener, too?
Call today for more information.
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C

WEGENER
COMMUNICATIONS
150 TECHNOLOGY PARK/ATLANTA
NORCROSS, GEORGIA 30092
(404) 448-7288 TELEX 54-3634
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Channell's
5-inch
pedestals save
you big bucks!

•5% average cost savings per mile of plant.
•Designed for housing Magnavox,
Scientific-Atlanta, Regal, RMS and
other taps, or for above ground service
wire applications.
•Vertical slotted bracket provides cost
effective installation of all passive devices.
•Aesthetically pleasing low profile design.
•8-inch ground skirt adds strength and
prevents ground erosion around the
pedestal.
•Factory installed stakes and accessories
assure quality control.
•High security locking system.
•Complete 360° access working area.
•Corrosion proof, never needs painting.
For complete protection of your above
grade passives and drop wire splices, try
the 5-inch Channell CPH-508 pedestal on
for size. Call today for complete information.
(818) 963-1694
(800) 423-1863
Toll free outside California.
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Technology you can trust/

620 W. Foothill Boulevard, Glendora
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that stereo actually is being delivered.
The solution we have found quite useful is to take the Left and Right audio
signals from a BTSC decoder and put
them on the X-Y display of an oscilloscope. If the received audio is monaural, then the pattern on the X-Y scope
is astraight line. Stereo sound, on the
other hand, runs the X-Y scope trace in
a random pattern all over the screen,
since the Left and Right channels are
different for stereo.
While we engineers often try to ignore what the marketplace is telling us,
our marketing people won't permit
that. And rightly so. In fact, it was from
consumer market research that we developed the confidence that we were
on the right track in believing the technical and marketing considerations of
off-channel delivery methods indeed
work hand-in-hand. In short, what
makes technological and operational
sense and what will sell are virtually
one and the same thing.
Here are some of the highlights from
our marketing survey. First, we project
an enthusiastic reception to stereo TV
sound—perhaps 15 percent to 20 percent of all subscribers. Second, the interest is concentrated in the younger
male pay subscribers. Income level did
not appear to be a significant factor.
The study also provided some insights
into the high-tech habits of our customers. Cable subscribers, particularly pay
subscribers, are more likely than the
population as a whole to own VCRs,
component TVs and computers.
Thirty percent of our subscribers
owned VCRs at the midpoint of 1984.
This compares to the projected 20 percent of the general population predicted to have VCRs by the end of last
year. And an additional 15 percent of
our subscribers intend to purchase a
VCR over the next 12 months, for aprojected VCR base among cable subscribers of 45 percent by the end of 1985.
Obviously, we must make sure that cable, including alternative stereo sound
delivery methods, is VCR-friendly because nearly half of our subscribers will
have aVCR by the end of this year.
But the picture changes drastically
when customers are asked about purchasing astereo TV set. Very few people own a stereo TV today, and less
than 4 percent intend to purchase a
stereo TV in the next 12 months. So, we
see the interesting combination of a
low ownership and low interest in purchasing astereo TV with ahigh degree
of interest in receiving stereo sound.
We must keep an eye on the most
important consideration—the customer. What does he want? What is he
willing to pay for? We're zeroing in on
those questions, developing tests and
refining the feature requirements so we
can proceed to test market the off-

Perhaps the most
surprising fact
revealed by our
market research
was that customers
preferred to buy,
rather than rent,
the equipment that
could bring them
stereo TV sound.
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lease/buy issue is very important to the
cable operators. First, if our customers
can buy the needed equipment, we
won't have to own it ourselves, which
should make our financial people very
happy. Second, customers are apt to
take better care of the equipment they
own, which should make our operations people happy too. And we're not
responsible for maintenance, which
should make our technicians smile. Finally, it doesn't raise our monthly price
to customers, which should please our
marketing people.
Customer ownership also leads to
other questions and requirements:
Compatibility—Equipment must

Continued from page 12.
slightly soften otherwise high-quality
pictures.
The moral of this tale is: Be wary of
NTC-7 as aguide to signal waveform
standards at cable subscriber terminals.
It is agood tight standard, based on the
technological capabilities of the Bell
System network. It bears no relation,
however, to the viewer's perception of
picture quality. NTC-7 should not be
used as astandard for cable TV system
technical performance.
The recent FCC Proposed Rule
Making in MM Docket No. 85-38 is most
timely. By proposing to delete all
technical performance standards and
the FCC performance testing, FCC
recognizes that its rules had little to do
with customer satisfaction. The rules
were so relaxed that poorly run systems
could comply, and well-run systems
might be out-of-spec in some relatively
insignificant way. This is agood move.
CED

References
'FCC Rules and Regulations; Section
73.682 (a)(16).
2 lbid; Section 73.687 (a)(1).
Normal viewing distance generally is
greater than 6times the height of the
viewing screen. This translates to about
6to 8feet from screens with 19 to 27
inch viewable diagonal.
3

channel delivery idea and equipment
development can continue along an
appropriate path.
These are some of the features we
think customers will be looking for and
their equipment implications:
II Channel Tracking—How userfriendly does it have to be? The right
equipment must at least provide automatic coordination between sound and
picture without further complicating
the remote control situation. What
about atrapped cable plant where converters are not required? The right
stereo equipment should not require a
converter to work.
II Sound Quality—Not everyone is
looking for 90 dB of dynamic range today, but what is the appropriate level?
We think the answer is close to the
sound quality produced by good home
entertainment turntable equipment.
• I
riterface Capabilities—What
about interfacing with other in-home
equipment? Are there plugs for the new
stereo VCRs? How do they connect to
the stereo TV sets?
All of these issues need to be answered by the right equipment.
Perhaps the most surprising fact revealed by our market research was that
customers preferred to buy, rather than
rent, the equipment that could bring
them stereo TV sound. Obviously, this
Communications Engineering & Design

• Dependable service
• Large inventories
• Quality products
• Prompt delivery
• Quick response

be compatible, at least within our own
systems.
la Expandability—We must be able
to add channels as they become stereo.
• Reliability—Stereo TV must be as
reliable as cable TV itself.
Group W Cable plans to proceed
with an operational evaluation of the
off-channel method for delivering multichannel sound. Our primary focus
will be to test customer acceptance of
the idea of off-channel delivery, where
so-called stereo TVs are not a requirement. By this time next year, we plan to
be much farther down the pathway,
and we look forward to having more information to share with you then. CED
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distortions
By Norman Slater and Douglas McEwen,
Cablesystems Engineering

Many cable television systems now are rebuilding or upgrading their networks in order to carry extra channels. These
channels may have to be carried in order to meet franchise
commitments or to generate greater revenue for the system.
Carrying more channels on asystem causes two basic technical problems: an increase in intermodulation distortion and
greater cable loss because the added channels usually are carried at higher frequencies. Because of the large economic advantages obtained by reusing existing cable, amplifiers with
high gain and high output capability are desirable. To meet
these two requirements, new amplifier technologies such as
feedforward and parallel-hybrid amplifiers have been developed. In addition, various new headend technologies sometimes are used to improve system performance. Two commonly used examples are incrementally related carrier (IRC)
frequency assignments and scrambling systems which also
reduce distortion levels in the system.
These technologies all are designed to reduce the level or
the effects of composite triple beat (CTB), the generally accepted limiting distortion in a CATV system.' Feedforward
and parallel-hybrid technologies typically are used in postamplifiers and provide some 18 dB and 5dB improvement respectively in post-amplifier CTB. In an IRC system, CTB falls
precisely on the video carrier frequency. The subjective degradation of picture quality is reduced, although the CTB level
is unchanged. It generally is considered that IRC technology
permits a3to 5dB increase in amplifier output levels.' Scrambling systems used to provide security for pay channels or for
tiered channels often use techniques such as suppression of
synchronization pulses or alteration of video levels. One such
technique, called sync suppression and active video inversion
(SSAVI), reduces the CTB level by at least 10 dB if all channels
are scrambled, and by alesser amount if only some channels
are scrambled. 2
Cablesystems Engineering has performed subjective and
objective tests on cascades of amplifiers fed by an operating
system which uses IRC and has 30 out of 52 channels SSAVI
scrambled. Cascades of 16 feedforward trunk amplifiers, 16
conventional trunk amplifiers and acombination of both cascades all were tested. The limiting distortion with various system configurations is shown in Figure 1, where it can be seen
that CTB was not always the limiting distortion and that composite second order beats (CSB) tended to be the limiting distortion in many cases. This article examines why the technologies which give asignificant improvement in CTB give asome66/June 1985

what disappointing improvement in CSB, and will propose
possible solutions to CSB problems.

CTB improvements
Improvements in CTB achieved with new technologies
have been well researched and documented. This section will
briefly summarize previous work in this area in order to highlight the differences between improvements in CTB and CSB.

Figure 1 Limiting non-linear distortion
using 52 channel (400 MHz) loading
Amplifier
Technology

lRC
Comb

Modulation

Limiting
Distortion

Feedforward
(6 dB 0/P slope)

off
off
on
on

NTSC
NTSC/SSAVI
NTSC
NTSC/SSAVI

CSB
CSB
CSB
CSB

Conventional
(flat 0/P)

off
off
on
on

NTSC
NTSC/SSAVI
NTSC
NTSÓSSAVI

CTB
CTÉ
CTB
CTB

Feedforward
and
Conventional

off
off
on
on

NTSC
NTSC/SSAVI
NTSC
NTSC/SSAVI

CSB
CTB
CSB
CSB

Feedforward and parallel-hybrid technology is analyzed
first. A conventional station with a single hybrid postamplifier is used to determine reference distortion levels. Stations which have the same gain as the conventional station
but which have parallel-hybrid or feedforward post-amplifiers
then can be analyzed to determine CTB improvements by
comparing their CTB performance with the reference conventional station performance. Block diagram models of these
three amplifier types are shown in Figure 2. Output levels of
preamplifier and post-amplifier hybrids are shown in Figure 3.
If astandard hybrid amplifier CTB spec of -86 dBc at aflat
output level of +34 dBmV for 52 channels is assumed, then
the performance of the three stations can be compared by calculating CTB levels generated by the input and output amplifiers as shown in Figure 4. It should be noted that the dB
level for the output hybrid amplifier has been improved to
take into account its sloped output level. The CTB contribution of the input hybrid amplifier has been calculated twice,
at the two extremes of a4dB range in station input level.
Communications Engineering & Design
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Thousands of CATV, SMATV,
and broadcast operators
everywhere have placed
their trust in DRAKE's
professional equipment —
and for cood reason. Our
name has been synonymous
with excellence and reliability
ir the communications field
for many, many years.
And this proud tradition
continues with our
professional VM2410
Modulator and ESR2240
Earth Station Receiver.
Operated together or
separately, the VM2410 and
ESR2240 are an unbeatable
choice for solid dependability
and performance.

The DRAKE VM'2410
Modulator
With the Drake VM2410 a
single modulator provides 60
channel frequency agility. A
simple push o a button will
set the VM2410 output to any
VHF Broaacast, Mid-Band,
Super-Band and Ultra-Band
channel up to 400 MHz.The
VM2410 also features video
low pass and IF SAW filtering
for reliable operation in the
most crowded systems. A full
57 dBmV output ensures
maximum performance.

The DRAKE ESR2240
Earth Station Receiver
A true step ahead in design
tecnnology. Some of the
ESR2240's outstanding
features include fully
synthesized transponder and
subcarrier selection, block
down conversion with our
BDC-24 Bock Converter or
LNB, IF loop-through for
easy multiple receiver
installation. SAW filtering for
maximum interference
rejection ano adjacent
channel performance, full
signal metering on front
panel — and much more.

When the bottom line is reliability, long-term service,
and simple peace of mind — demand a DRAKE!
Call or write us today for more
information.

R. L. DRAKE COMPANY
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DRAKE

540 Richard St. Miarmsburg. Ohio 45342. USA
Phone: (5131 866-2421 •Telex: 288-017
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GUN
TACKERS
Rugged, reliable Arrow
Wire & Cable Staple Gun
Tackers are made of all-steel
for lasting durability and engineered
for safety, speed and ef‘iciency with
these built-in high performance features:

FIT RIGHT IN

for doing the CATV
installation job RIGHT!

• GROOVED GUIDE positions wires and
cables for proper staple envelopment and
safe, secure fastening.
• DRIVING BLADE automatically stops at the right
height to prevent staple from damaging or cutting into wire
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or cable.
• AUTOMATIC, SINGLE -STROKE COMPRESSION ACTION
speeds up fastening, reduces installation time and
minimizes hand fatigue.

• PATENTED PRECISION -LOCKED MECHANISM ensures smooth,
uninterrupted trouble-free performance.
These outstanding features have made Arrow Wire & Cable Staple Gun Tackers
the top choice in fastening tools of professional installation men in every field, including
CATV, telephone, electrical, eledtronids, communications, alarm systems and many more.

11.111.10/

4 Models Fit All Wires and Cables Ranging From 3/16" to 1/2" in Diameter.

Uses 1/4" round
crown staples in 9/32",
3/8", 7/16" and 9/16" leg
lengths -for diameters up to 1/4".

Uses 5/16" round

crown staples in 3/8",

1/2" and 9/16" leg lengths
-for diameters up to 5/16".

THE RIGHT ARROW TACKER AND STAPLE SIZE TO USE FOR THE RIGHT CATV INSTALLATION:
For fastening ground wire -use
Model T-18 with 3/8" leg staple.

For fastening RG-59 -use Model
T-25 with 9/16" leg staple.

For fastening RG-6 -use Model
T-37 with 9/16" leg staple.

or fastening AG -il -use Model
T-75 with 5/8" and 7/8" leg
staples.

Elfflar
Call your supplier or
write for catalog & prices.
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Figure 5 Improvement in CTB and CSB of a
feedforward station
over a conventional station
CTB
----CSB

30 -

Improvement (dB)

In arebuild situation,
the great appeal of
parallel-hybrid and
feedforward stations is
that they can be
configured with higher
gains and higher output
levels than can
conventional stations,
while still delivering the
same CTB performance.
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cally related carriers (HRC). With HRC, all in-band beats formed
by video carriers fall precisely on the video carrier frequency of
achannel. An HRC system, however, usually cannot be used in
arebuild as HRC frequency assignments are non-standard and
incompatible with many TV sets and converters.
The SSAVI scrambling system is comprised of two elements.
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Noise/Distortion Prediction
Project Management
Telephone Pad
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Financial Utilities
Runs on IBM PC, XT, AT
Model II TRS/DOS
Most CP/M-80 Computers

OPERATING SYSTEMS:
PC/DOS, MS/DOS, CP/M-80, TRS/DOS
5.25" and 8" disks

For more information phone or write:

SOFT SYSTEMS
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CONSTRUCTION
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WORK
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Viewsonic
170 Eileen Way • Syosset, N.Y. 11791
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and

ISOLATORS

•50-550 MHz
371+ CHANNELS
BLOW NOISE
•HIGH CTB
MODEL VSA10-550
is a small amplifier with big line amp/extender
performance. Now multiple dwellings can have a
cost effective means for increasing signal level to
accommodate 8 to 16 more consumers. The
VSA10-550 produces a clear 10db gain through
the frequency spectrum of 50-550 MHz (71 channels) without compromise of picture quality. Distortion, noise, crossmod, triple beat levels, and
match exceed or are equal to expensive line
amps or line extenders.

SPECIFICATIONS
(50-550 MHz)

Input Match
Output Match
Noise Figure

14db
14db
10db

71 Channel CTB @ +20 DBMV out
(Composite Triple Beat)

-65db

2nd Order Distortion @ +20 DBMV

-70db

71 Channel X Modulation
Typical Inp. Level 10db

-70db
"RETURN LOSS"
20C

OTHER
FIRSTS:

MODEL

252

4
3:3,"

350

VSA-10-5502W

10db GAIN 2 WAY CAPABILITY

VSA-20-550

20db GAIN

VSA-20-5502W

20db GAIN 2WAY CAPABILITY

VSI 5A-550

400

450

500

550

0-GAIN -40db + ISOLATION
(Eliminates pick up interaction between
TV sets, VCR, stereo receivers etc.)
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An improvement in postamplifier technology can
achieve excellent
improvement in CTB levels
because the post-amplifier
in a conventional amplifier
is the major contributor to
CTB.

The World's Largest
Construction, Utility
Equipment Show
October 1, 2 and 3, 1985
FAIRFAX AIRPORT
KANSAS CITY, KS
This is the big one! 400 equipment manufacturers,

suppliers

and

service

organizations

serving the gas, water, sewer, light & power.
CATV, communications and general construction industries. Over 3'/2 miles of equipment
on display and working demonstrations.
First, the horizontal synchronization pulses are suppressed;
second, the video information is inverted when its average
level is less than 50 IRE units. Both of these elements reduce the
average RF level in a channel and, thus, reduce the average
level of abeat created by one or more scrambled channels.
In asystem that is rebuilding to increase its channel capacity,
there likely are already alarge number of non-scrambled channels. These unscrambled channels form part of abasic service
offering. In arebuild it may be unwise from amarketing viewpoint to scramble these channels, but there is no reason why
extra channels could not be scrambled as they would likely
form part of apay service or at least part of amore expensive
tier of service.
If all channels on the system were SSAVI scrambled, approximately a10 dB reduction in CTB level should be expected. Significant reductions in CTB level also should be expected, even
if fewer channels are scrambled. For example, if all channels
from 54 MHz to 260 MHz are unscrambled and all channels
from 260 MHz to 400 MHz are scrambled, greater than 5dB reduction in CTB can be expected.
System test results
As briefly described in the introduction, a test was conducted to determine the effects of low distortion postamplifiers, IRC and SSAVI.
The conventional, feedforward and combined cascades
were tested with the four combinations of IRC on and off and
SSAVI scrambling on and off. Selected victim channels were
viewed as amplifieroutput levels were adjusted until it was determined that barely perceptible distortion was visible on the
victim channel. Objective tests then were made at that level.
CSB was the distortion which limited output levels in the cascade under several conditions.
The test results have been examined in an attempt to determine why CSB was predominant. First, the reduction in beat
level achieved with a feedforward post-amplifier was examined. The reduction in CTB and CSB achieved by using afeedCommunications Engineering & Design
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Figure 6 Improvements in CTB and CSB
when 30 of 52 channels are SSAVI
scrambled
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SSAVI scrambling was measured for CSB than for CTB. The
reason for anomalous test results in the conventional cascade
is unknown.

CSB improvements with new technologies
The tests results in the previous section indicate that new
technologies give adisappointing improvement in CSB compared with the improvement in CTB. It is interesting to examine why.
Using the station models employed to compare the effect
of different post-amplifier technologies on CTB (see Figure 2),
an analysis of the effect of these technologies on CSB was
conducted. Because of a lack of CSB specifications for hybrids, an assumed specification must be used. A CSB specification of -66 dBc at aflat output level of +34 dBmV for 52 chanels was considered reasonable. CSB levels for preamplifiers
and post-amplifiers are calculated and shown in Figure 7,
where it is clear that the preamplifier is amajor contributor of
CSB, especially with afeedforward post-amplifier.
Improvements in both CSB and CTB achieved by using feedforward and parallel-hybrid post-amplifiers compared to conventional post-amplifiers are shown in Figure 8. It is clear that
improvement in CSB is much less than in CTB because of the
significant contribution of the preamplifier hybrid.
As mentioned earlier, in asystem with an IRC frequency assignment, most third order video carrier beats fall precisely on
the victim channel video carrier frequency. However, no
change should be expected in CSB if IRC is added to asystem.
If all channels in asystem have the same signal format, the
effect of achange in signal format on the levels of CTB and CSB
can be analyzed fairly simply. Since three channels combine to
form athird order beat and only two channels combine to form
a second order beat, the change in CSB level would be expected to be two-thirds of the change in CTB level.
In most systems, however, only certain bands of channels
would be scrambled. An analysis of CTB and CSB levels under
these conditions was conducted. Television channels modulated with an average video level of 30 IRE units were modeled.
The levels of individual third order and second order beats
were predicted as the relative phases of the video information
were varied randomly. Time average discrete beat levels then
were established. All individual third order and second order
beats falling on selected victim channels were classified according to offending channel signal format and level. Expected CTB

-6 -8
100

200

Figure 7 CSB ratios for the
stations in Figure 2

Frequency (MHz)

forward post-amplifier is shown in Figure 5, where it can be
noted that for any signal format, significantly less feedforward
improvement is obtained for CSB than for CTB.
The effect of an IRC frequency assignment as compared to
a standard assignment where output frequencies are not
locked to acomb was subjectively analyzed. The addition or
removal of IRC from the system did change the pictures when
distortion, particularly CTB, was present. However, no significant improvement in picture quality was evident when IRC
was added to the system. This result conflicts with previously
published work and may be caused by some peculiarity in the
operating system, such as the large number of character generator channels.
The effect of signal format on CTB and CSB was analyzed by
comparing the difference in beat levels on a system with
NTSC signals and on the system with 30 of the signals SSAVI
scrambled. Differences in CTB and CSB levels are shown in
Figure 6, where it is clear that less improvement because of
74/June 1985

Amplifier
Type

gain

ACC:
I/P

Feedforward

ma\

-80
-76
-74
-70
-74
-70
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Conventional

Md%

Parallel-hybrid

min
max
min

CSB (dBc)
0/P
-92
-92
-71
-71
-73.5
-73.5

Station
-79.7
-75.9
-69.2
-67.5
-70.7
-68.4

Figure 8 Expected CTB and CSB
improvements with feedforward or
parallel-hybrid instead of conventional
Amplifier
Type
Feedforward
Parallel-hybrid

AGC
Gain

CTB
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4.2
3.4
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8.4
1.5
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max
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When considering CSB,
the preamplifier can be a
major contributor,
especially when low
distortion post-amplifiers
are used.

with 6dB output slope will be approximately 7dB lower than
the CSB levels of asimilar amplifier with flat output levels.' At
the low end of the frequency band, CSB levels will be higher
with sloped outputs than with flat outputs. However, this may
not be aproblem because hybrid amplifiers have better second order distortion performance at lower frequencies.
The IRC frequency assignment was designed to mask the
effect of CTB by making it fall precisely at avideo carrier frequency. Using this frequency assignment or even astandard
unlocked frequency assignment, second order beats formed
by the summation of offending carrier frequencies fall 1.25
MHz above avictim video carrier frequency. As can be seen
from Figure 9, this is acritical area of avideo channel.

Figure 9 Relative sensitivity of avictim
channel to an interfering signal as a
function of frequency
30

-60
0

1

2

4

Frequency of Interfering Signal With
Reference to the Visual Carrier (MHz)

and CSB levels then were determined by adding individual
beats on a power basis. Using this method, improvements in
CTB and CSB levels were predicted for the channel line-up described earlier, where all channels from 260 MHz to 400 MHz
were SSAVI scrambled. Predicted reductions in CTB and CSB
are shown in Figure 6, where it is clear that significant CTB improvements can be expected with SSAVI scrambling, while
very little CSB improvement can be expected. It should be
noted that this analysis assumed that the relative phase of the
video information on offering channels was random. If many,
but not all, channels have common sync pulse sources, then
the effects on beat levels and picture quality may be detrimental.

Possible solutions to CSB problems
An improvement in post-amplifier technology can achieve
excellent improvement in CTB levels because the post-amplifier in a conventional amplifier is the major contributor to
dB. However, when considering CSB, the preamplifier can
be a major contributor, especially when low distortion postamplifiers are used.
In order to reduce the CSB level from the preamplifier,
three approaches could be taken. First, hybrid amplifiers with
better CSB performance could be used as preamplifiers. Second, preamplifier hybrids could be arranged in a parallelhybrid or feedforward configuration to reduce their CSB contribution. Third, hybrids could be tested for critical parameters such as noise figures, CSB and CTB levels and selected
for various uses. For example, in feedforward amplifiers,
preamplifier hybrids with good noise figure and CSB characteristics, post-amplifier hybrids with good CTB characteristics
and other hybrids could be used as error amplifiers.
Amplifier output slope has a significant effect on CSB levels. The CSB high frequency levels of an amplifier operating
76/J une 1985

It would be more desirable to have these beats fall 2to 3
MHz above the video carrier frequency. In order to accomplish this, a non-standard frequency assignment could be
used. For example, channels above 300 MHz could be lowered by 1 MHz from their standard frequency assignment,
while all channels below 300 MHz would remain on their standard frequencies. This would sacrifice one channel which
could have 5 MHz of spectrum from 300 MHz to 305 MHz.
This spectrum could be used for other purposes such as modified video transmission or data transmission.
The frequencies of various second and third order beats
generated using this non-standard frequency assignment
have been analyzed and compared to the frequencies of beats
generated using a standard frequency assignment. The resulst of this analysis are shown in Figure 10.
Note that on the highest channel, 16 second order beats fall
1.25 MHz above the video carrier frequency with astandard assignment; while with anon-standard assignment, only 3beats
fall on the same frequency. The other 13 beats fall at aless critical frequency 2.25 MHz above the video carrier frequency. Assuming power addition of beats and neglecting the beats falling 2.25 MHz above the video carrier frequency, a7.3 dB improvement in CSB level can be achieved using this nonstandard frequency assignment. This was accomplished at the
cost of one lost video channel and possible tuning problems
with existing converters. In a rebuild situation these tuning
problems may be minor, as existing converters may not tune
beyond 300 MHz in any case.
It also should be noted in Figure 10 that the non-standard frequency assignment will give a minor improvement in CTB
level. If all third order beats not falling on the video carrier frequency are neglected, a 1.5 dB improvement on the highest
channel could be expected using this non-standard frequency
assignment.
The frequency offset of channels between 300 MHz and 400
Communications Engineering & Design

Figure 10 Number of second and third order
beats falling on sample victim channels
with and w/o frequency offsets
(400 MHz system)
Frequency
Assignment
Standard

Carrier
Frequency
397.25
301.25
217.25

CTB
0MHz*
565
806
827

Offset

396.25
306.25
217.25

401
401
567

CSB
1.25 MHz' 2.25 MHz'
16
8
3
3
O

13
9
O

fiers, power doubling post-amplifiers and SSAVI scrambling
do, in fact, reduce CTB levels as expected. The expected improvement in picture quality obtained by using IRC frequency assignments was not observed during these tests.
Test results have been presented which demonstrate that
CSB can be the limiting intermodulation distortion in cable
systems carrying over 50 channels. This is partly because the
technologies developed to improve CTB performance provide much less CSB improvement. Further work should be
done in an effort to reduce the levels or the effects of CSB.
Promising areas of development include improving preamplifier CSB performance to reduce station CSB levels and further investigating non-standard frequency assignments in an
effort to reduce the impairment caused by CSB. CED
Reprinted with
Papers.

* These frequencies refer to the beat frequency relative to the victim channel
frequency.
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MHz should be viewed only as an illustration of the potential
benefits which could be realized with frequency offsets. No attempt was made to determine an optimum frequency assignment, and the effect of changing the frequencies of beats falling at the low end of the frequency spectrum may be unacceptable. However, it does appear that non-standard frequency
assignments may provide asignificant improvement in CSB levels and and some improvement in CTB level as well.

Conclusion
A number of new technologies have been developed in order to reduce the level or the effects of CTB. Test results have
been presented which indicate that feedforward post-ampli-
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Perhaps athousand U.S.
cable systems now sell
local advertising. Some
of those systems have
banded together to
build bigger audiences
for potential
1160MNICOM
advertisers. But, so
far, only ahandful
G'enc°e , are linked by
.;;;ska
dedicated
transmission
paths—
hard interconnects.
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COMMERCIAL INSERTION SYSTEM

Commercial insertion equipment is installed between your
satellite receiver and modulator, and FALCONE fits in with the
best of them.
• Fully digital machine control logic
• Fully electronic switching on both
audio and video
• Adjustable stop delay and gain
control
• Automatic bypass

• Operational with all network
formats
• Glass epoxy double sided gold
contact circuit board
• Digital decoder, programmable
tone sequence
• User friendly, easy to operate

Falcone Inte(natioqal,
Distributed by
Scientific-Atlanta
Western Cable Show Booth 1420

P.O. Box 3067 •Marietta, GA 30060 • (404) 427-949€
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LOOKING AT LOCAL AD SALES?
Better talk to the LEADER
in automatic insert systems
...CALL CHANNELMATIC!
THAT'S RIGHT ... CHANNELMATIC HAS: •More spot-sequential systems operating
[hundreds] •More random access systems operating [over 100] •More commercial
insertion products [over 20] The largest random access system in the world [Cox, San
Diego; 32 VCR's on 8channels] •Over adecade of solid experience with VCR automation
[thousands of systems delivered) •Most systems available stock to two weeks •Automation systems from $1000 up ... any size, any type, any price range. Choose the
manufacturer with atrack record and asolid reputation for quality
... Choose CHANNELMATIC!
For FREE technical papers, call Vern Bertrand at [608) 643-2445,
Dwain Keller at the factory, or the sales office nearest you.
Roger Heidenreich
Prairie du Sac, WI 53578
(608) 643-2445

Mike Watson
Riverside. CA 92507
[714] 6E16-8020

Dick White
Wheatridge, CO 80034
(303)231-6506

But Amos
Madison, AL 35758
(205) 830-1372

Tony Keator
Fair Haven, NJ 07701
[201] 747-5122

CHANNELMATIC, Inc., 821 Tavern Road, Alpine, CA 92001 Phone (619) 445-2691
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Nevertheless, interest seems likely to
grow because local cable advertising
revenue keeps climbing. The industry
as awhole may bill $129 million in local
ad sales this year, up sharply from $85.7
million last year.
In the San Francisco Bay Area alone,
local broadcast TV ads are worth over
$300 million ayear. Working together in
the Bay Area Interconnect, cable
operators hope to snare 10 percent of
that amount. And despite the 60
franchises and 10 MSOs in the area, the
big problem isn't technical.
Sure, you need microwave frequency
clearances, transmitters and receivers
as well as insertion gear. And as Jack
Goldie, chief engineer for the BAI,
points out, expertise in cable,
microwave and broadcast TV is
required.
But, by and large, the equipment isn't
tricky. The software and "people-ware"
are another story.
The issues? Operator reluctance, tor
one thing. In the top 20 markets, at
least, there may be afear that one
system will emerge as adominant
regional force. In some cases, the
problem is reluctance to share profits
or lose control over inventory.
Skepticism over the quality of ads and a
desire to avoid negative subscriber
reaction also may be factors.
Communications Engineering &Design

And some systems prefer to make
their own deals and keep all the
proceeds. Not without reason. The New
York and Bay Area interconnects can
sometimes sell a30-second spot for
$250 to $300. Member systems share
their revenue, which can work out to
something like $7.50 asale.
If asuitably-equipped interconnect
member sold that same spot in asingle
system for, say, $50, it wouldn't have to
share the revenue with anybody.
Of course, this presupposes acapital
investment in commercial insertion
gear, staff training and maintenance.
And the ad sales window itself is
limited. Even if acable network makes
two minutes an hour available for local
ad sales, not all of it is desirable.
Midnight to 8a.m. is pretty tough to
sell. The block of time from 8a.m. to 3
p.m. isn't so hot either.
MTV is viable from 3p.m. on and
ESPN, in the afternoon and early
evenings.
So the go-it-alone approach requires
acapital investment that is only a
revenue generator part of each day. The
interconnect approach spreads the
cost. It also may broaden the market.
"Major advertisers don't want to talk
to 50 or 60 cable representatives in a
single TV market," says Jack Yearwood,
vice president and general manager of
the Bay Area Interconnect.
Also, the same transmission path can
be used to build the market for pay-perview or regional sports/movie channels.
Opinion is divided on whether a
single or multi-channel interconnect is
better. Norm Weinhouse of Weinhouse
and Associates argues in favor of the
single-channel approach because it
saves bandwidth.
The transmission path should
include only control data and the actual
local spots themselves, Weinhouse
says.
Of course, there are sometimes
reasons for supplying programming.
Ease of operation, for example. Or,
perhaps, no shortage of microwave
frequencies. Cost savings in insertion
gear at each headend also could be a
factor.
On the other hand, amulti-channel
approach needn't presuppose
transmission of program material. It
could instead mean the ability to
address several different feeds to
different members of the interconnect.
Say, for example, aNew Jersey feed and
aLong Island MTV feed.
"The point is to match the technical
requirements with the local markets,"
says Rick Rosencrans, manager of the
Metropolitan Transmission Center, a
New York interconnect.
Is he in favor of commercial insertion
gear at each location? No. "It made our
work more complicated. We had to
Communications Engineering & Design

"Major advertisers don't want
to talk to 50 or 60 cable
representatives in a single TV
market."
Jack Yearwood,
VP/general manager,
Bay Area Interconnect

Budco Sells
Lemco Cable
Installation
Tools.
Lemco Tools, the industry
standard for cable
construction and
installation, are now
available through
Budco.
Call or write for a
free color brochure of
our new line of stock
Lemco tools. We'll be
glad to send you one.
Call toll free:
1-800-331-2246
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build aswitching device at each
location." But in MTC's case, one of the
requirements was ability to override
central spots at each separate system.
His advice for anyone considering an
interconnect?
1. Do extensive research first.
2. Know all of the electrical, space and
other set-ups at each site.
3. Know the tower heights.
4. Plan, plan, plan.
5. Make sure everyone is willing to
participate.
6. Build in alot of flexibility as far as
local overrides of system-wide spots.
Systems may want to run some local
spots on their own.

7. Make sure you can get the
microwave frequencies you need.
8. Be sure you've got asales force to sell
the commercials you hope to transmit.
9. Be sure systems want those
commercials.
If commercial insertion gear is going
to be set up at each headend, "make
sure you have astaff to troubleshoot
the gear," adds Jack Goldie, chief
engineer with BAI.
The BAI doesn't have insertion
equipment at each headend, and
"that's part of the reason we broadcast
the whole channel—programming and
spots."
But not the only reason. "Many of the
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with no risk.
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system customers will tell you that our
in-house solution provides them with
complete control of their operation at a
per-subscriber monthly cost substantially less
than the service bureaus they had been using.
We guarantee it!
MONEY-BACK
GUARANTEE

Confidence in our
products, experienced
personnel, and aproven track record compel us
to offer you our money-back guarantee.
It's the only no-risk solution available to the cable
system operator today!
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1-800-424-0101
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(803) 297-9290

systems don't want to mess around
with their own equipment, sales force,
production facilities, control room and
service personnel. It's easier just to get
it from us," Goldie says.
In any event, numbers are propelling
the interest in interconnects. While it
isn't impossible to attract advertisers
with subscriber counts as small as 4,000
to 6,000—as arule of thumb, 10,000 and
up is better.
The reason? Advertisers buy
numbers—the bigger the better. So,
more subscribers mean larger potential
revenues. How large? It's hard to say.
Right now, $20 per sub in local ad
revenues is on the high side. And while
actual costs will vary, it's probably safe
to think about $500,000 or so for a
mircowave system and perhaps
$200,000 in insertion gear. In the right
market, with the right numbers,
payback could come in about three
years.
Potential problem areas? Microwave
frequency congestion in large urban
areas. Command and control software.
Securing repeater sites.
A major advantage over soft
interconnects? Verification. A big
problem with local advertising so far
has been housekeeping. There still isn't
astandardized means of scheduling the
spots, ascertaining that they've run and
billing the advertiser. As aresult,
revenue losses of between 11 percent
and 25 percent are possible.
"One of the advantages of ahard
interconnect is that there's areturn
data link to each of the remote control
facilities (headends). Once a
commercial is received by the RCF, the
microprocessor logs the commercial
number, audio and video quality," says
Geoffrey Labat, master control
operations supervisor with the
Metropolitan Transmission Center.
"This information comes back to the
CPU here in New York City and lets us
know that commercial Xhas been
received at the designated site. The
result is an immediate affadavit—and
immediate billing. We used to wait 30
to 120 days with asoft system."
The MTC links about 12 cable
systems and uses 30 microwave dishes
to transmit six channels, most of it twoway. Where two-way wasn't possible,
the return path is by modem.
The BAI links its systems in about
three hops, and uses four channels.
Unlike the MTC, however, there is no
local system override of transmitted
spots.
The Centel Videopath system uses
four channels as well, and links about
10 systems at 11 and 23 GHz. Like the
MTC, Videopath transmits control data
and spots only. This information is
mixed and cued at each headend with
off-the-satellite network programming.
CEO
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The Promise
Of Automation
Is Productivity
NEXUS 1
A microprocessor controlled
commercial inserter to
automatically insert local
commercials on your satellite channels.

NEXUS
Software
An administrative software package
that runs on the IBM PC XT, in conjunction
with the Nexus Icommercial inserter.

NEXUS
Channel
Controller
A microprocessor controlled
channel controller which will totally
automate your local origination and
programming channels.

For further information call:

Telecommunication Products Corp.
115 Spring Valley Road
Chambersburg, PA 17201
(717) 264-9413
Exclusively Represented By:

Jerry Conn Associates, Inc.
Chambersburg, PA 17201
TOLL FREE 800-233-7600
TOLL FREE (In PA) 800-692-7370
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First look
at new FCC tech chief
By Wendell Bailey,
Vice President,
Science and Technology,
NCTA

Thirty-one year old John Wong, an
electrical engineering graduate of the
University of New York, recently was
named the chief, Engineering Policy
Branch of the Policy and Rules Division
of the Mass Media Bureau of the
Federal Communications Commission.
While in college, Wong had an interest
in alternate energy sources. It wasn't
long after college that he found himself
involved, however, in another type of
alternative—alternate media
communications.
John is just beginning to dig into his
new job, and in the last two weeks has
found himself in endless meetings with
his new bosses and people who are
demanding apiece of his time and
attention. Nonetheless, we were able to
get Wong alone for afew moments and
ask him to reflect abit on his career at
the FCC and his thoughts about the
cable industry.
CEO: What was your first job after
graduating?
Wong: Right after college Iwent to
work at the FCC as astaff engineer in
what was then called the New and
Major Changes Branch of the Broadcast
Bureau. Iwas involved in processing
AM radio applications.
After abrief period Imoved into an
area called AM readjustments. There, I
was involved in adjustments on
antenna arrays, power levels, as well as
calculating interference considerations
for AM stations. Iliked these
assignments alot because Iwas able to
work independently.
CEO: Where did you go from there?
Wong: After about three years or so, I
was getting abit restless. Iwanted to
branch out, and Igave serious thought
to going to work in the Field
Operations Bureau. Ithought it might
84/June 1985

be away to get out and see the industry
and to learn about some of the other
technologies that Iwas aware of.
About that time (1980) Imet Cliff
Paul, from whom Iknew Icould learn a
lot, and decided to go to work for him.
That's how Ibecame involved in the
cable industry.
My initial assignment with Paul was
CARS microwave. While in that job, I
began to sense (about nine months in
advance) that something was going to
happen in the aeronautical band and

"It's always been
my philosophy to
do all,' can to break
down any perceived
barriers that stand
between the FCC
and those that it
regulates."
John Wong,
FCC

that it might become very important. I
worked out what Icalled processing
format forms, which were designed to
make the processing of aeronauticals
easier. At that time we were doing
everything by hand with just alittle HP
calculator, and it took about one week
out of every month just to process the
aeronauticals. By designing this new
form, Imanaged to set up asystem that
would allow due process and deal with
the 30 or 40 aeronauticals we received
every month.

CED: Was there abacklog in
clearances at that time?
Wong: Not at first. In the beginning,
the aeronauticals were something to
"keep me busy" and really were not the
main part of my job. Several months
later, however, the number of
aeronauticals increased dramatically.
They went from 30 or 40 amonth to
something on the order of 600 amonth.
We developed an enormous backlog
which was causing agreat deal of
concern and anguish in the industry
from those companies trying to get
clearances in atimely manner.
CEO: The cable industry perceives that
this backlog was finally dealt with
mostly through your personal efforts. I
s
this true?
Wong: Yes, to alarge extent, it is. The
form processing system that Ihad
developed was agreat help; and we
were in the process of computerizing
center portions of it, which also helped.
Iput in an awful lot of time to try to
catch up. This went on for
approximately nine months, and every
day Ifound myself staring at this huge
stack of aeronauticals. It was almost,
but not quite, discouraging. About this
time we got asort of computer program
working, and Ialso was given some
additional staff to help.
CEO: Around this time you were
getting areputation for being one of
the few FCC engineers who knew alot
about cable industry technology, not
just aeronauticals. How did this come
about?
Wong: Itook an interest in the cable
industry and went to some effort to
track and understand it by talking with
as many people in the industry as I
could reach—in particular, the
technicians and engineers who actually
worked at the system level. Ifigured
that they knew more about what was
important in the day-to-day operation
of the cable industry than anyone else. I
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ROP EVERYTHING

FINALLY THERE'
AN AERIAL DROP
THAT
LASTS

T4 Drop Cable with lifeTime'm

Protectant Gives 3Times Longer Life.
You've been asking for an aerial drop
cable that lasts. Now TFC delivers,
with atrue long-life cable — tested
and proven to have at least three
times the corrosion resistance of ordinary drop cable in aerial service.
Our popular T4 Drop cable is now
available with our exclusive lifeTime
protectant. This revolutionary new
formulation coats the aluminum
braid and underlying tape forming a
moisture and corrosion barrier to
prevent degradation. Plus internal
connector damage is greatly retarded
as aresult of being in compressed
contact with the coated braid.

T4

Our new lifeTime proteetant was specifically formulated for aerial use, so
of course, it won't drip. But more importantly, it maintains its fluid consistency over the wide temperature
range to which aerial cables are exposed. T4 Drop with lifeTime —
there's alifetime in our new cable.

AND

LASTS
AND
LASTS

irFC
Cable Products
Division
TIMES
FIBER COMMUNICATIONS'
INC
358 Hall Ave., P.O. Box 384
Wallingford, CT 06492-0384
(203) 265-8479 800-TFC-CAN

Drop with lifeTime, RG -611 and TX — see them all at NCTA Booth #2548.
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was very interested in determining how
the decisions at the FCC affected the
lowest line technician's day-to-day job
in the cable industry.
I've always believed that the mighty
Washington bureaucracy is confusing
and threatening to people in the field. I
feel very strongly that there is always
time to help the person who actually
does the work in the field. Those are
the important people to help because
they will appreciate the help you give
more than anyone else. It's always been
my philosophy to do all Ican to break
down any perceived barriers that stand
between the FCC and those that it
regulates.

CED: Now that you've been promoted
to chief of the Engineering and Policy
Branch, how will you be involved with
the CAN industry?
Wong: In my new position, Iwill
primarily be responsible for dealing
with engineering policy issues of all the
mass media technologies—CAN,
broadcasting, DBS, MMDS, etc. These
also include ITFS and low-power
television.
CED: With all that to consider, what do
you think will be the major issues that
you'll be dealing with from an
engineering policy aspect in cable,
broadcasting and some of the others?
Wong: Well, Ithink the aeronautical

BUY
EQUIPMENT
TO WO K.
VERSALIFT®
DOES

YOlA

Down-Time is abad
word in any working fleet. It's
expensive. It wastes time
• That's why we build Versalifts
to work. And work efficiently.
More than 14,000 Versalifts have
been built oser the years. Most of them are still out there in
the field.Working. The most complete line of aerial
devices on the market, with the best in-service
records and lowest operating and maintenance
costs 1hat Versalift. Your local Versalift
distributor will be glad to work with you
to choose the model and size best
suited to meet your aerial
work requirements.
Versalift is aservice
MANUFACTURING"COMPANy
proven product of time
P.O. Box 20368
Manufacturing
Waco, TX 76702-0368
(ompany
(817) 776-0900

TIME

o
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issue will continue to be of concern to
the cable industry, as well as to the
Commission. I'm hopeful, and Iknow
the industry is hopeful, that the
resolution of docket 21006 will strike a
truce and arelationship between cable,
the FCC and the FAA that will be agreat
step forward in the cooperation
between these bodies. Idon't think our
concern will go away in the short term,
however.
CED: Is there still trouble ahead on the
aeronauticals?
Wong: Well, Idon't know that there is
trouble. Iwouldn't want to put acurse
on the industry concerning this matter,
but the fact is that while the learning
curve and the compliance curve are
increasing, there still is room for
improvement. We're all hopeful that
the trend we've seen in improving the
compliance and the techniques and
engineering skills of the industry will
continue and the aeronautical issue will
become less important as time goes on.
But for the foreseeable future, we still
have concerns about it.
CED: What about broadcasting and the
other technologies mentioned—what
engineering policy issues will they be
facing in the future?
Wong: The issues that will be facing
broadcasting, MMDS and the others
are mostly involved with the
implementation of new technologies in
those fields. Such issues as
multichannel sound or teletext. They're
also learning about more efficient uses
of the spectrum, and that's good.
It's important for all of these services
to realize that the Commission is vitally
interested in seeing as many services as
possible in use in the most efficient
manner possible. This will ensure that a
wide segment of society has access to
these outlets.
CED: What about high definition N?
Do you think there's apossibility that
the Engineering Policy Branch will
become involved in that?
Wong: Icertainly would like to see our
branch involved. It sounds like exciting
technology. One of the nicest things
about working in the Mass Media
Bureau of the FCC is that we are the
bureau that's most talked about and
most in the public eye. It's avery
exciting set of industries.
CED: What are your future plans?
Wong: Well, it's hard to answer that
since I've only been on this job for two
weeks. Right now, Isee no limit to the
possibilities to be of service to the
industries that we regulate in this
position. There are many exciting
issues that Iam very interested in
coming down the road. For now, I'll
concentrate on doing the best Ican.
CED: John, thanks for taking the time
to talk to us, and good luck in your new
position. CED
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Plastic or STEEL?
CABLE FASTENERS

SC-18

SACHS introduces
"The SAXXON clip"TM

SERIES

SACHS Rd. 1983

E 100°0 GALVANIZED STEEL BODY
E 1" PRE-INSERTED, CADMIUM PLATED, HARDENED NAIL
E UTILIZED IN MORTAR, STUCCO OR WOOD CONSTRUCTION
E LONG LASTING, EASY AND SAFE TO INSTALL
E NO DEGRADATION OR REJECTS OF CLIPS

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL

(514) 636-6560
FREE SAMPLES WITH EACH INQUIRY.
(Specify size of cable: 59, 06, etc.)

SAC 11

-

11S

Communications Inc.,

30 West Service Road, Champlain N.Y. 12919-9703
In Canada: 2095 Chartier Avenue, Dorval, Que H9P 1H3
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PR): biInq challenge
By Kathy Berlin
You'd probably have to look along time
to find an operator who really has problems with the basic billing functions of
his management software. Generally, it
works. Not surprisingly, then, attention
has turned to other items on the management wish lists: automatic service
call tracking, dispatching, channel selection and authorization. And as addressability spreads, handshaking between headend control and billing sys-

tem computers may need more
attention.
Impulse pay-per-view, in particular,
may require special efforts, since the
last-minute flood of telephone orders
tends to overwhelm system speed.
"With addressable technology, inefficiency is no longer abig problem," said
John Donahue, director of engineering
with Rogers Cablesystems. "The management computer is the reference
computer—that's the bottom line. One

NOW YOU CAN HAVE

CABLESTARTm
for your

IBM PC, XT or AT
Cablestar' is acomprehensive CATV Billing and Management System which is now available on the IBM personal
computers. Cablestar - provides a cable office with automated statement, postcard, or coupon billing, computer
generated work orders, late notices, mailing labels, and
financial reports for multiple pay services and franchises.
Many reports are available to assist in marketing and subscriber management.
Complete turnkey in-office systems are available on IBM
computers for cable systems with up to 30,000 subscribers.

WHY NOT JOIN THE OVER 145 CABLE
COMPANIES WHO HAVE
IMPROVED
THEIR OFFICE EFFICIENCY AND CASH
FLOW WITH A CABLESTAR - SYSTEM?
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KMP COMPUTER SYSTEMS
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INC

135 Longview Dr.
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544
505/672-1600
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See us in Las Vegas at the NCTA in Booth #2946.

small entry by adispatcher, and you've
adjusted all three data entry functions."
Most MSOs now are looking for a
management system that also makes
service calls, dispatches and performs
channel selection. And they are looking
for other qualities as well. Authorization
and standardization are the biggest concerns.
"Service authorization level," said
Don Houde, director of support systems at Mile Hi Cablevision in Denver,
"is amajor area of concern. If the two
systems aren't matched, aproblem occurs when the subscriber is billed for
three services but only receiving two."
The culprit? Incompatible phone
lines. Since the computers have to
handshake, anything off sync causes a
glitch. According to John Dawson, Mile
Hi's director of engineering, only one
computer responds to the glitch, causing an operator to have to go in and
manually reconcile the two computers.
"Our data line is what causes the grief,"
Dawson said. "We've checked both
computers, and there is no malfunction.
At this point, we are looking at alternate
methods for the phone line."
Power spikes and outages are real
problems, especially in an area where
heavy construction is being done.
"We're at the mercy of the phone company's reliability, said Houde. "That's
why agood back-up for communication
systems is essential."
Microwave is one alternative to poor
data lines. However, there are drawbacks. One, microwave is line-of-sight
only. Second, you've added a maintenance requirement—whether in-house
or out. The initial high expense associated with microwave also is afactor.
Stephen Necessary, manager for subscriber products with Scientific-Atlanta,
feels they've solved these problems
with their own single computer system.
"Actually, it boils down to philosophical differences," said Necessary. "We
balked at the idea of having two computers. The expense was high, and the
computers worked at only 30 percent
capacity. The single computer system
and it's capabilities have been looked at
by two sides of the industry—the addressable computer manufacturers and
the billing experts."
The result? A single computer system
that combines addressability and business management functions. The billing
computer sends data directly to the addressable transmitter which then authorizes the service.
Comprehensiveness also is an issue.
Managers want within their grasp inforCommunications Engineering & Design

Now even your smallest system
can afford on-line, on-time
subscriber management.
FDR's new Micro elivery ption provides consolidated
financial reporting, centralized statements and more.
Even the smallest cable operation
is acontributor to their MSO's big
picture. MDO ends old-fashioned
record keeping and reporting by
providing hands-on control of
all information.
Most important, MDO was developed from performance proven
software. It's available NOW, ready
to give your operators welcome
relief from primitive procedures.
More MDO Benefits:
• 16 bit micro computers with networking capabilities, flexible
hardware configurations, adapt-

See us at the NCTA-Booth #2946

ability to existing hardware, and
multiple hardware vendors.
• On-line access to both current
and historical subscriber
information.
• Comprehensive work order
processing for multiple tiers
and service codes.
• Complete accounts receivable
reporting, extensive management reporting, exclusive
consolidated MSO financial
reporting and centralized statement processing.
• MDO is easy to operate!

The FDR edge
First Data Resources has the reputation of being in tune with the ever
changing world of data processing.
Micro Delivery Option was developed to broaden FDR's product
offerings to encompass the growing needs of Cable MS0 s. Now, no
matter how large or small
your system, First Data Resources
delivers quality on-line capabilities.
FDR's Micro Delivery Option is available now. Call or write First Data
Resources, Inc., Marketing Department (CS-10), 10815 Old Mill Road,
Omaha, NE 68154. Call 1-800-228-9079.
Ext. 7685
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"We wanted something that we could
standardize into one system. The
addressability was considered a
plus, but it was the overall
management we looked at."
JoAnne Hovanec,
Daniels & Associates

Our CABLE/1 has taken
the industry by storm. ..
... Proving that behind
every cloud is asilver lining.

Computer
Utilities
of the Ozarks
SERVING THE INDUSTRY FOR OVER 10 YEARS

See us at NCTA booth #3648.

Find out what others know about our In-House, On.
Line Management Information and accounting systern for the IBM Seriesil and IBM PC.
Introducing the new low-cost desktop Series/1-PC.
Computer Utilities of the Ozarks, Inc.
P.O. Box 1062, Harrison, Arkansas 72601
(501) 741-1616
HERB LAIR, President
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mation that portrays what all their systems may, or may not, be doing.
JoAnne Hovanec, automation specialist with Daniels and Associates, said,
"We wanted something that we could
standardize into one system. The addressability was considered a plus, but
it was the overall management we
looked at."
Dale Moses, former regional controller for Rogers Cablesystems in Portland,
Ore., agrees. "What we looked for was
system wide control of the software,
management reporting and number
consolidation." After converting 75 percent of their existing systems to a new
management system, Moses feels the
systems now have these capabilities.
"We looked at an overall approach,"
said Moses. "Although our previous
system did agood job, it didn't serve all
our needs."

Pay-per-view offers
new challenges
Pay-per-view may be another story.
Many management system interfaces
for PPV work quite well, most operators
say. But the problem is impulse PPV,
especially with those viewers who call in
ten minutes before an event to order.
This has aprofound effect on speed requirements—the computer must be
able to process quickly that high percentage of last minute callers.
"Impulse PPV is not economically feasible," said Ron Goodrich, engineering
manager for Televents in California,
"because you must have your more expensive staff standing by during an
event in case something goes wrong."
Normally, going into the management system, authorizing, approving
and getting the information back out
would take only a couple of minutes.
However, with alarge subscriber base,
the entire process is delayed. System
speed then becomes the single most
important factor.
It is this increased speed that concerns MSOs in regard to the actual invoicing. The system must not only keep
up with calls, it must accurately record
and relay that information. "What we
need," said Wendell Owen, general
manager for the Cablevision of Baton
Rouge, La., system. "is more reports so
we can track orders. If there are four or
five events in asingle time period, there
is no way to separate each event."
Unfortunately, the full impact of PPV
on billing is still unknown. Some feel
PPV takes full advantage of an addressable converter. Others feel the only way
to have an accurate billing system with
PPV is to go to atwo-way capable system. Regardless of the final decision,
billing is afactor that must be taken into
consideration. am
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ONLY ONE CAMERA SHOOTS
THIS WELL IN 2FOOTCANDLES.
IMAGINE HOW IT SHOOTS
IN BROAD DAYLIGHT.
The Panasonic N-3
NiteHawk7 It's one of
akind because it's the only camera
with three Newvicon' tubes. And
that means you get outstanding
picture quality under awide variety
of lighting conditions.
When you're shooting at night
or in dimly lit locations, as in the
simulated example above, the N-3's

unique combination of three 1
2 "
/
Newvicon tubes lets you make the
most of available light by providing
bright, natural video images.
In sunlight and in the studio the
N-3 continues to shine with 600
lines horizontal resolution. An
impressive S/N ratio. As well as
minimal lag, burn-in, cornet tailing
and geometric distortion. What's

more, the N-3 has all the professional features you'd expect from
the broad line of Panasonic threetube cameras.
Still, with all the N-3 has going
for it, there's another bright spot.
Its price.
Audition the NiteHawk and see
why from sunlight to night light no
other camera can hold acandle to it.

For more information, call your nearest Panasonic regional office: Northeast: (201) 348-7620. Southeast: (404) 925-6835.
Midwest: (312) 981-4826. Southwest: (214) 257-0763. West: (714) 895-7200. Northwest: (206) 251-5209.

Panasonic

Industrial Company
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Product Profile

Single-tube color cameras
Manufacturer

Model

Configuration

Minimum
illumination

Viewfinder

Video
lock

Hitachi

FP7UD

2/
3"high-band
FP-7U camera
head w/2H
Saticon
enhancer
Control-GM4U
1" viewfinder
N 10 x 10/BRM-7
10 = 1zoom lens

50dB

2.3 FC

1"

No

Hitachi

IP5UD

FP-5 camera
head control
1" viewfinder
8= 1autofocus
lens gen lock

1
/
2 "Saticon
tube

45 dB

1.5 FC

JVC Company
of America

GX-S700U

Single carrier,
frequencyseparation
color system

2/
3"high-band
Saticon tube

better than
48 dB

30 lux

1.5"

No

NEC America

NC-110

one piece
portable

2chip CCD

50 dB

20-150
lux.

none

Yes

Nisus

N-1821

one piece
portable

2/
3"SM F
Trinicon tube

48 dB

186 FC
e F4

Panasonic

WV-6000
(Si)

ENG/studio

6MHz
high-band
Saticon

50 dB

2FC

1.5"

Yes

Panasonic

WV-F2

portable
color camera

1
/
2 "CCD
(w/2H line
enhancer)

46 dB

1FC

0.7" (B/W)

No

Sharp
Electronics

QC78P

one piece
portable

1
/
2 "Newvicon

45 dB

100 FC

Sharp
Electronics

QC56P

one piece
portable

1
/
2 "Newvicon

45 dB

80 FC

0.5"

No

Sony
Broadcast

BVW-2

one piece
Betacam
VTR/camera

1
/
2 "SMF
Trinicon

50 dB

80 lux
@ F 1.2
lens (+ 12 dB
gain up)

optical

No

Sony Video

DXC-1820

one piece

SMS Trinicon

53 dB

4.0 FC
varies
(40 lux) @ F1.6,
(+ 18 dB gain up)
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Imaging device Signal/
Noise ratio

No

Yes

No

genlock
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Lens
information

Zoom
ratio

Zoom
range

Maximum
aperture

N 10 x 10/
BM7-7

10 = 1

10-100 mm

F 1.6

Weight

10 lbs.
(w/lens
UF)

JVC GX-S700(1

F.14
8 = 1autofocus
lens

8= 1

F/1.8, f= 10.5105 mm, 10 x
variable-speed
power zoom lens
with macro,

8.568 mm

F 1.4

10.5105mm

N/A

7lbs
(w/UF
lens mic.)

8.7 lbs
Panasonic WV-F2

15 x 9.5

15 x 9.5

F 1.8

any C-mount
lens

any Cmount lens

any Cmount lens

any Cmount lens

12 x Servo
Power Zoom

F 1.6

12 x 1

F 1.6

10.4 lbs

6:1

8.5
to 51 mm

F 1.2

2lbs

6:1

9-54 mm

F 1.2

3.5 lbs

Power Zoom
with Macro

5lbs

15 lbs

NEC PIC- 110

Sharp QC78P

3:1

6X Manual Zoom
lens, F 1.2- F 1.4,
macro function,
filter size 52 mm

varies

11-33mm

F 1.1

9-54 mm

varies

varies
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2.0 lbs

7lbs

varíes

2.9 kg

o
o
o
o
o
o

Sony BVW-2 Newsmaker
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Hardware Hotline

DX Communication's DSB-400
antenna positioner.

DX intros antenna
positioner
DX Communications Inc. offers a new
DSB-400 antenna positioner. The positioner incorporates advanced microcomputer technology to deliver features including 24 fully programmable
satellite positions.
For more information, contact DX
Communications, Ten Skyline Drive,
Hawthorne, N.Y. 10532, (914) 347-4040.

Safety tags unveiled

9600 b/s over cable to the subscribers
home, where the data may be downloaded through a personal computer,
printer or other device. It is available
with avariety of options including: synchronous data capability, multiple frequency switching, frequency synthesis,
multiplexing of up to eight data channels and addressability.
For more information, contact Wegener Communications Inc., 150 Technology Park, Norcross, Ga. 30092, (404) 4487288.

A new line of safety tags with awide va-

riety of standard headers and legends
was announced by Panduit Corp.
Also introduced was a new sub-miniature cross-section cable tie. The new
tie has a low profile head of only 0.115
inch high and is 3.1 inches long for
maximum bundle diameter of .68".
For more information, contact manager, Inside Sales Dept., Panduit Corp.,
17301 Ridgeland Avenue, Tinley Park,
I
II. 60477-0981, (312) 532-1800.

Scientific-Atlanta delivers
new products
Scientilic-Atlanta introduced the Series
8345, an advanced 4.5-meter earth station antenna designed for receive-only
applications in the C- and Ku-bands.
Also announced was the development of BTSC-stereo format compatible
equipment for cable operators. The
equipment consists of the Model 6380
stereo headend encoder and Series
8500 set-top terminals.
For cable operators looking for an alternative to expensive dual cable sys-

Cable data modem
introduced
Wegener Communications introduced

the Series 2060/2010 Cable Data Modem. The Series 2060/2010 system transmits FSK asynchronous data at rates to

Panduit Corp.'s new line of safety tags.

PrIFIVITAL COMTF101. TRAP
CALL: BILL JORDEN
516-293-7472

WESTEC
COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

A-V LOCK
MODEL TRX-121

GUARANTEED SOUND ELIMINATION
FOR USE IN SITUATIONS
WHERE SUBSCRIBER REQUIRES
THAT THE SOUND MUST BE BLOCKED
UNDER ALL SIGNAL CONDITIONS.
• TRAPS PICTURE CARRIER (50db)
• TRAPS SOUND CARRIER (50 db)
• AVAILABLE FOR ALL CABLE CHANNELS
• PRICE: $19.50 (1-99): $18.00 (100-999)

ALPHA TECHNOLOGIES
Standby Power
TELEDYNE BATTERY PRODUCTS
Long Life Standby Batteries
CABLEBUS SYSTEMS
Security & Control Systems

• SEND MORE INFORMATION
• SEND SAMPLE AND BILL ME S19 50
SPECIFY: CHANNEL
VIDEO FREQ

See us at Alpha's Booth 3319 at the NCTA

QUALITY R.F. SYSTEMS
Upgrade Kits

AUDIO FREQ

NAME

REPAIR

COMPANY

Microwave and Test Equipment

ADDRESS

Reader Service Number 83

CITY

STATE

PHONE

ZIP
Reader Service Number 45
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7305 E. Evans Rd.
Scottsdale, AZ 85260
(602) 948-4484

14747 Artesia Blvd. Ste. SG
LaMirada, CA 90638
(714) 521-9833
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Reliable TV 60
904 Cubic Inches
of Hard-Working Space

Reliable Electric/Utility Products'
square-design CATVdistribution closures
give you more cubic inches of work area
for your money.
When considerng the purchase of CATV distribution
closures, don't overlook the importance of design.
Reliable's square-design closures provide maximum
work area to install and maintain equipment. Because
they feature larger housing capacities than comparable
cylindrical models, they provide more mounting space
for your dollar.
Another factor to consider is the solid durability
built into every Reliable enclosure. While most
cylindrical units are made of plastic, we construct our
housings of heavy-gauge, mill-galvanized steel. We
coat the pedestals with our unique nine-step finish to
resist weathering and corrosion. With an engineering
and manufacturing process this thorough, it's no
e

The Competition,CPH 658
653.05 Cubic Inches
of Hard-to-Work Space

wonder our pedestals have been known to stay on the
job for aquarter century or more.
In addition to large capacity and durable design,
Reliable's closures also feature the security of a
padlock hasp—along with several other locking
options—and the convenience of aremovable upper
cover. Alt can be stake-mounted, while some units can
be wall-mounted or self-supported.
So for pedestals that offer spacious design—as
well as solid construction, security and convenience—
specify Reliable
Electric/Utility
Products' closures.
For more
information, phone
or write Reliable
Electric/Utility
Products or our
nearest authorized
distributor today.

Reliable Electric/Utility Products 11333 Addison Street/ Franklin Park, Illinois 60131 /(312) 455-8010 /TLX 728 393

RELIANCEIM

Visit us at booth 2126 in Las Vegas
Reader Service Number 75

comivirrEc

Hardware Hotline
tems, S-A introduced a full line of 550
MHz signal distribution products. The
new line consists of 26 dB feedforward
trunk amplifier, 32 dB push-pull, feedforward, parallel hybrid bridging amplifiers and a32 dB line extender.
S-A also announced an expansion of
its Series 8500 product line with the
new Model 8525, an advanced programmable unit. The model features a
unique method of programming service authorizations.
The Model 8555 addressable set-top
terminal also was introduced. It is for
operation in expanded bandwidth (550
MHz) CATV systems.
For more information, contact Soloman Webb, sales and marketing manager, Scientific-Atlanta, Broadband
Communications Division, (404) 9255536.

Cable/I-PC
Computer Utilities of the Ozarks Inc.
announced the release of Cable/I-PC
for the newly announced desktop versions of the IBM-SERIES/I computer.
Cable/I, a management information
and billing system, can be installed on

the new IBM hardware at asubstantial
savings over previous entry level Series/
Isolutions, according to the company.
For more information, contact Herb
Lair, Computer Utilities of the Ozarks
Inc., 103 Suite C, Industrial Park Road,
Harrison, Ariz. 72601, (501) 741-1616.

Anixter debuts EZF

G.E.'s new Comband configuration.

New Comband configuration
General Electric introduced a modular
configuration of the Comband system
that can reduce system upgrade costs.
The new set-top components—an addressable baseband converter and a
Comband bandwidth compression decoder—offer more features and better
security than the earlier Comband

• Plated, hardened, flat-headed
Steel masonry nails, pre-assembled
ready for use.
• Sizes to fit all coaxial cables, including
quad and double shielded, both single
and dual systems. Available in black,
white and grey.
•Sold by most leading distributors —
Ask for Tower by name.
• Write today for samples, literature and a
copy of Tower Cable Clips test results as
required by the British Telephone Company, giving name of your supplier.

Anixter Communications will introduce
Raychem's F-connector line, the EZF, at
NCTA '85. The EZF line consists of two
types of connectors, EZF 59, which fits
all RG 59 cable, and EZF 6, which fits all
RG 6 cable. A sealing ring is compressed between the cable and connector when the EZF is tightened with a
wrench, resulting in a watertight electrical and mechanical connection.
For more information, contact Julie
Anixter, Anixter Bros. Inc., 4711 Golf
Road, One Concourse Plaza, Skokie, Ill.
60076, (312) 677-2600.

WVL's "Impulser" home ordering unit.

• Sure-fit for quick simple installation.
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setup, according to Ronald Polomsky,
G.E.'s manager of cable products.
With the new Comband configuration, video signals can be processed to
double the number of program services
on each RF channel, encoded on a
channel by channel basis without bandwidth compression, or both—all within
the same system.
For more information, contact David
Cooper or Leigh Worchester, BursonMarstel ler, (212) 752-8610.

WVL announces Impulser

WELDONE TRADING CO. INC.
1401 Legendre Street W.
Suite 106,
Montréal, Quebec H4N 2S2
(514) 381-8861
EXCLUSIVE UNITED STATES
IMPORTERS

World Video Library Inc. announced
The Impulser, a hand-held self-contained unit for automatic subscriber
impulse pay-per-view ordering and billing. The Impulser system utilizes the
WVL Command Center, which acts as
the interface between The Impulser's
directions to the billing system and the
addressable controller.
For more information, contact Rowena Andrews, (213) 826-9072.
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Stir General
MULTI-BEAM FEEDS
• Maximize your programming capability, by
receiving Galaxy I, Satcom Ill R, Comstar D-4,
Westar 5 and Spacenet with the use of one dish.
• Add to system revenues, through tier expansion.
• Eliminate additional land acquisition and the
installation costs of multiple dishes, while increasing
your earth station investment.

MULTI-DISH?
OR
MULTI-FEED?

Q
cps
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The a
Feed allows you up to
5 prime focus feeds, depending on the size of ,fr,c.
your antenna.
e-

e ec'

For a complete list of antennas that can be retrofitted
call or write:

es

e
6>

RAINBOW
TELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
Attn: Brian Wilkes
734 N. 3rd St. •Suite 417
P.O. Box 395 Leesburg, FL 32748
(904) 326-8030

Tele-wire Supply
7Michael Ave.
E. Farmingdale, NY 11735
800-645-9510
Reader Service Number 20

Hardware Hotline
As a part of the BA-5000 family of
products, Pioneer also introduced an
addressable cradle that gives operators
avehicle to move into addressability by
upgrading a standard converter to an
addressable converter.
For more information, contact Pioneer Communications of America
Inc., 2200 Dividend Drive, Columbus,
Ohio 43228, (614) 876-0771.
Pioneer's BA-5000 converter.

Pioneer releases
new systems
Pioneer introduced its enhanced oneway addressable system, the BA-5000.
The converter is designed to solve several problems, especially the incompatibility of cable converters and equipment among vendors.
Pioneer also unveiled an add-on, twoway addressable hybrid to upgrade the
BA-5000 series from one-way to two-way
addressable. The two-way module, primarily for IPPV, can store and forward
up to 20 purchased events to the center
through a phone line. The system also
can perform viewer statistics and opinion gathering.

New receiver introduced

er's System Status. The series highlights
the information regarding backlog, service level combinations, pay services
and an expanded system analysis.
All information provided is available
by entire system plant code, franchise
tax area, management area/subarea,
service type or service type within your
system.
For more information, contact Doug
Droese, GMS, 2050 Bering Drive, San
Jose, Calif. 95131-2077, (408) 253-3665.

ICM Video has introduced ablock converted commercial receiver designed
for the 950-1450 MHz frequency band.
The unit is compatible with M/A-Com's
Videocipher system and features 55 dB
S/N. The SR-4650P receiver uses acompanion DC-65 block converter. The receiver sells for $590 and the converter
for $180.
For more information, contact ICM
Video, P.O. Box 26330, Oklahoma City,
Okla. 73126, (405) 232-5808.

New report series released
Gill Management Services has released
a new report series called the Manag-

When you need every advantage:

Count on Sitco's top Performance,
Price, Delivery, Research & Development.

Budco Inc. 's new frangible seal.

Budco intros frangible seals
Budco Inc. introduced their line of frangible seals. The converter seal gives cable operators added security not available from aconventional lock.
For more information, contact Budco
Inc., 4910 East Admiral Place, Tulsa,
0kla. 74115, (800) 331-2246.

Extended warranty offered
Vitek Electronics Inc., has extended its
warranty on all single, dual and multichannel traps. Effective immediately, all
trap warranties will increase from one
year to two years.
The warranty covers all parts and labor associated with the repair of the
defective product.
For more information, contact Vitek
Electronics Inc., 901 South Avenue,
Horseheads, N.Y. 14845, (607) 796-2611.

Price lowered

You'll get the best high tech antenna ever.
For 30 years SITCO has designed arrays to withstand severe weather and
give top performance throughout the world. All arrays are cut to channel
and include installation materials for mast or tower mounting. Phone or
write and give us your requirements. We'll give you our latest top performers.
VHF &UHF tower mounted arrays available in cantilevered, single bays,
vertical stacks or stagger stacked quads.

Reader Service Number 77

fre#1
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SITCO Antennas
10330 NE. Marx St, PO Box 20456, Por tland,OR 97220 (503)253.2000

Channel Master has lowered the price
for Micro-Beam, its CARS-band microwave system. The $47,000 price for the
basic system makes Micro-Beam currently the lowest cost system of its kind,
according to Channel Master.
Micro-Beam permits operators to
reach isolated subscriber pockets, to
cross barriers such as rivers or highways and to interconnect small systems
more cost effectively.
For more information, contact Steve
Dozier, Channel Master, P.O. Box 1416,
Smithfield, N.C. 27577, (919) 934-9711.
Communications Engineering & Design

People
Joining the marketing staff is Neil
Kohrn as sales engineer. Kohrn has
been with Wegener Communications
since 1982 in the customer service department.

S. Ballerini

V. Swart

Samuel Ballerini has been appointed
operations manager for Augat Inc.'s interconnection components division. As
operations manager, Ballerini is responsible for all components manufacturing
operations in Attleboro and Mashpee,
Mass., and in Sanford, Maine. Prior to
Augat, Ballerini was vice president of
manufacturing for Sigma Instruments
Inc.
Also announced was the appointment of Vernon Swart to Midwest regional sales manager. Swart will be responsible for handling all sales personnel and activity for Augat components.
Anixter Bros. Inc. announced the appointment of Michael Long to executive
vice president, Anixter Canada Inc.
Long will direct Anixter's Canadian operations under the supervision of
George Miller, president of Anixter
Canada. Long has been with Anixter
since 1976. Prior to joining the company, he was with City Electrical Factors
in London, England.
Anixter also announced the appointment of
David East to deputy managing
director of the
company's British
subsidiary, Anixter
U.K. Ltd. East has
served as general
manager of Anixter D. East
U.K.'s communications group since
1983. In his new position, East will direct the overall operations of Anixter,
U.K. Ltd., located throughout Britain
and Scotland, and will oversee Anixter's
European facility located in Antwerp,
Bèlgium.
Effective April 1, Steve Fox was promoted from sales engineer to the position of manager, customer applications,
for Wegener Communications. Fox will
be responsible for the management of
sales engineering which includes presale customer inquiries and order
placement. He joined Wegener in October of 1982.
Communications Engineering & Design

Maggie Wilderotter, formerly director of
national accounts, has been promoted
to the position of vice president of
sales, announced CableData. Her most
recent activities included direct account responsibility for ATC, General
Electric and Warner Amex Cable, plus
managerial responsibility for the top 15
MSOs doing business with CableData.
Susan Grant has
been appointed
vice-president of
sales for Magnicorn Systems.
Grant comes to
Magnicom from
Turner Broadcasting System Inc. In
her new position,
Grant will be responsible for developing strategies for marketing the company's MARC/10 business computer system, as well as the supervision of Magnicom's sales force.
Mohsen Manoochehri has been promoted to account manager in the Jerrold sales and service division. Manoochehri takes over responsibility for Jerrold accounts in Southern California
and the Times Mirror Cable TV account. He will be based at the Jerrold/
Century II lfacility in Brea, Calif.
Jerrold also announced the appointment of David Del Beccaro as controller
in the subscriber systems division. In
his new position, Del Beccaro will be
responsible for overseeing all divisional
financial functions. Prior to joining the
company, Del Beccaro was a senior financial analyst on the corporate finance staff of Ford Motor Co. in Dearborn, Mich.
The board of directors of Avantek Inc.
has named James Sterrett to the position of vice president and Fellow of
Avantek. The title of Avantek Fellow
was instituted by the board of directors
to recognize an individual for significant and extraordinary technical contributions over an extended period of
time. Sterrett is the first recipient of this
award.
Sterrett was amember of the founding group of Avantek in September
1965. He holds aBSEE from Grove City
College and the degrees of MSEE and

Engineer, E.E. from Stanford University.
Avantek also announced the appointment of Ron Atwater to the position of
eastern region field sales manager and
acting central region field sales manager, and his assignment to the newlyopened regional field office in Columbia, Md. Atwater joined Avantek from
Hewlett-Packard, where for 15 years he
was involved in sales and sales management for the component products
group.
Another appointment within Avantek
was Charles Bellavia to the position of
western region field sales manager, and
his assignment to the newly-opened
regional field office in Westlake Village,
Calif.
John Battin was appointed president
and chief executive officer of Wavetek
Corp. He also will be adirector of the
company. Battin comes to Wavetek
with 26 years experience at Motorola
Inc.
The board of directors also announced that Henry Reinecke, senior
vice president, operations, was appointed adirector of the company.
Jones lntercable Inc. announced the
appointment of Ruth Warren to regional
vice president/operations. She will
oversee various cable operations in the
Southeastern area of the United States.
Warren will soon relocate to the Fort
Myers area, where she will supervise
the establishment of a regional office
for Jones I
ntercable Inc.
Fairchild Data
Corp. recently announced the appointment of Louis
Harper as president. Harper formerly was senior
vice president and
assistant general
manager of Corntech Data Corp. He assumed the new
role shortly after Fairchild purchased
Comtech and formed Fairchild Data
Corp. late last year.
RCA Americom announced the appointment of Kurt Thoss as vice president, video and audio services. Thoss is
responsible for marketing RCA's satellite transmission services for the distribution of radio and television programming.
Also announced by RCA was the election of Harold Rice as vice president,
business development and planning.
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Classifieds
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES/HELP WANTED

CABLE SEARCH
ASSOCIATES

ENGINEERING •MANAGEMENT
TECHNICIANS • MARKETING
• SALES

MR
C

EauQrnent

ALLIED DATA COMMUNICATIONS GROUP. INC

Professional Search
and Placement

V4LLIED

Engineering
Management
Technicians

5375 Oakbrook Parkway • Norcross. Georgla 30093

MARKETING
CAREER
ASSOCIATES

ROBIN SQUIRES
Cable Television Specialist
7100 East Belleview, Suite 309
Englewood, CO 80111
(303) 779-8890

Call Suzanne Sparrow
Today
For information on
Classified Advertising
(303) 860-0111

Sales
Marketing
Construction

SENIOR TECHNICIANS

Call or Write

The leader in Broadband Data Systems
seeks qualified candidates to support
the Company's explosive nationwide
growth. Openings for this position exist
in the following locations:

WICK KIRBY
(312) 369-2620
Telex: 720-462

ATLANTA, WASHINGTON, D.C.,
BOSTON, HOUSTON, LOS
ANGELES, SAN FRANCISCO
Candidates must possess a strong background in system balance and sweep of
bi-directional systems and exhibit good
communication and customer interface
skills.

P.O. Box 2347, Naperville, IL 60565

FOR SALE
•
A "DYNAMIC SOURCE"
FOR CATV EQUIPMENT
AND COMPONENTS!

Please send resumes to:
Manager of Technical Services
Allied Data Communications Group, Inc.
5375 Oakbrook Parkway
Norcross, Georgia 30093

New X-28 Winegard line extenders, 28 db
gain, 300 MHz, manual, hybrids 1 year
factory warranty $130.00 each complete.
SLE 2 P Jerrold 30 Volts w/new housing
$50.00 each.
Hybrids all types, clipped leads, brand
new—call for pricing!

POWER SUPPLIES FOR SALE
(24) Sawyer full floating power supplies.
Model #CTF 3000-6015-1. Please make
your offers by phone or mail immediately
to: David at (405) 348-6243 bet. 8 a.m. and
5p.m. Mon. thru Fri. or mail it to:
Cablevision of Edmond
P.O. Box 1899
Edmond, OK 73083

BakerScott
O.
EXECUTIVE SEARCH

1259 Route 46

Parsippany, NJ 07054

201 263-3355

Specialists in the COMMUNICATIONS
INDUSTRY
CABLE TV BROADCAST

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

DIVISION

DIVISION

POSITIONS AVAILABLE AT ALL LEVELS OF
MANAGEMENT, COAST TO COAST

Huge stock AEL parts and equipment—
transformers, equalizers, construction
type 2 way splitters, PC boards, etc. We
are "the Source!"
TRW and Motorola Hybrid Chips—no
better source around! 14db-34db; 500550 MHz; Quads too! Complete CATV
replacement parts stock. TWT's, klystron, camera and vidicon tubes, stage
and studio lamps.

emtrorr°
1
1111

Call or wrIte tr, CONFIDENCE
FEE PAID

"WE DONT TALK CABLE, WE KNOW CABLE"
PRINCIPALS DAVID ALLEN & JUDY BOUER

fer

15 MAIN STREET
EAST ROCKAVVAY, NEW YORK 11518
18001 645,2300 • 15161 599 6400

Addressable
Converter
Service

•Jerrold and Oak

BUSINESS DIRECTORY/PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
At Last!

An Affordable Synthesized Agile Modulator

• Fast Turnaround

• Front panel channel select channels 2through W

•Excellent Quality From Our
Specially Trained Staff

• Saw filtered 60 dBmV output

1-800-382-BRAD

BRAD
CAME ELECTRONICS INC
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• Metered front panel controls
• Audio/video and composite

.
MAINOTINACE •

Illega Ilertz !Saks

tine

Model 360

$749.00

loop-through

7061 So. University, Suite 210 2700 Rockereek Pkwy., Suite 304
Littleton, CO 80122
Kansas City, MO 64117
(800)525.8386
(800) 821.6800
(303) 797-7900
(816)842.2880

4001 Airport Parkway
Suite 590
Bedford, TX 76021
(800)628-0088
(8)7)364.7500
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NEMAL STOCKS:
1

•SPLITTERS •SWITCHES
•TRANSFORMERS
•ADAPTERS •CONVERTERS
Immediate Delivery!!!

•TRUNK CABLE
•DROP CABLE •AMPLIFIERS
•SATELLITE CABLE
Call or write for
Cable Systems Pricing
WE EXPORT WORLDWIDE

NEMAL
ELECTRONICS, INC.

Why choose
NaCom Corp.
for cable
installation?
We can give you 2,500,000 reasons...

We specialize in:
•Re see flute Instelet.. Aerial Underground
•ireppeg
•A.1,1 ing

•Change Outs

eltetruddSUPgrree

•Apartment turnIte•—
Dr.wwe rests...re Des,gn

“aterOpt,Sptlrert

•Constnx ten Somong. &slant e
1.••110,,

Serving the CATV Industry

GriFf

AIesCorws Corps-

A

12240 N.E. 14th Avenue
North Miami, FL 33161
(305) 893-3924

Congratulations
Commonwealth Cable Systems, Inc.
ARE YOUR SYSTEM MAPS
ILLEGIBLE, TATTERED,
NON-REPRODUCIBLE, OR
NOT UP TO DATE?

Years from now the cable subscribers of Flemington, Passaic, Bernardsville,
Chatham and Raritan, New Jersey will be glad you chose NATIONAL MICRO
COMMUNICATIONS, INC. to construct acable system with the kind of quality
and durability which MICRO provides.

If the answer is YES to any of the above.

National
• =-••
_
Communications, Inc.

CALL the map experts for assistance at:
(813) 746 -8824
Or write: E. MARK RUSSELL
P.O. Box 1764
Bradenton, FL 33506
Complete CATV Drafting
& Design Services

FOR SALE

AFullSer.reiele-Com..mccxertsCompres,

NATIONAL MICRO COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

1-800-227-8502
226 N. Fourth Street, Steubenville, Ohio 43952
(614)283-2422

TEKTRONIC 1430 RANDOM
NOISE TEST SET, $2,985.00

Call: (801) 423-2313
or: (801) 768-4852

WAREHOUSE INVENTORY
CLOSEOUT 400 MHz

TOWER FOR SALE
Used dresser 200 self-supporting
microwave tower, solid rod. 14' base, 64"
top. Weight 67,000 lbs. $8,200.00, you
pay loading, shipping, unloading.
WALTON TOWERS, INC.
RD #1, BOX 148 B
HERSHEY, PA 17033
717-533-3635
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Splitters and directional couplers in waterproof housing for outdoor mounting,
$5.00 each in lots of 100.
Call: (206)742-6969
Can Am Communications, Inc.
P.O. Box 1236
Mukilteo, WA 98275

FCC LICENSE COURSE
Cassette Recorded preparation for
FCC General Radiotelephone license.
Next FCC test date, August 5, 1985.
Appointments due at regional offices
by July 15, 1985. We conduct seminars
in Washington, Detroit, Philadelphia
and Boston. Our twentieth year.

Bob Johnson Radio
and Telecommunications
1201 Ninth St.
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266
Phone (213) 379-4461
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Wendell Bailey
Vice President
Science and Technology
NCTA

"With the increasing level of technological sophistication in cable and
telecommunications, as well as changes in policy and management, it is imperative
that engineers be well informed. CED is an indispensible tool for keeping abreast of
these matters."

CE-D
The Engineer's Most Valuable Tool
International Thomson Communications Inc.
600 Grant Street
Suite 600
Denver, CO 80203
(303) 860-0111

Last Laugh

The Best Kept Secret In
The Cable Plow Business Is
The B-30 Price.

Why Burkeen?
•
•
•
•
•
•
Burkeen B-30 "IT WORKS"

BURKEEN
Manufacturing
Company

11200 HIGH POINT COVE + OLIVE BRANCH, MS 38654

HERE'S WHY
Compact Et Maneuverable
30 Hp fuel effecient Hatz Air Cooled Diesel
Exclusive spring isolated vibratory plow
Exclusive "Replaceable Tip" Plow Blades
Heavy Duty Gear Box Drive Trencher
Heavy Duty Boring Attachment

PLOW -TRENCH - BORE
Burkeen Does It All
For the Dealer Nearest You
Call 1/800/647-9824
Reader Service Number 79

ONLY EAGLE KEEPS MAKING THEM BETTER!
NOW AVAILABLE... SIX POLE TRAPS TO IMPROVE REJECTION
ON
ND EDGES OF MULTI-CHANNEL TRAPS.
Only Eagle Traps have their main bodies totally protected by
double neoprene gasketing.
Only Eagle Traps are completely sealed around their pins by
aspecial hot-melt process.
Only Eagle Traps are 100% foam-filled.

Eagle Trap Quality starts inside. Every Trap is completely
sealed for superior moisture resistance. Our extensive sealing techniques and 100% filling of all interior cavities
insures stability over broad temperature ranges. That's why
Eagle Traps are virtually fail-safe in preventing signal drift.
Install Eagle Traps to safeguard existing scrambling
methods. Our Traps can be used at high and super band
frequencies, as well as low and mid band.
To meet your system's requirements, Eagle Traps are
available in 3, 4and 6pole configurations for maximum
economy and effectiveness.
Some companies can make Traps cheaper. ..only
Eagle makes them better!

A Secure Investmentfor System Profitability
Converters, Addressable Descramblers, Programmable Descramblers, Splitters, Traps, Decoding Filters,
Video Amplitude Controllers, Band Pass Filters, Channel Dropper for Batch Descrambling.
EAGLE COMTRONICS, INC.
4562 Waterhouse Road, Clay, New York 13041
TO ORDER, CALL TOLL-FREE: 800-448-7474
In New York, call 315-622-3402/In Canada, call Deskin Sales, 416-475-1412
In Europe, call Electro Service, Brussels, Belgium, 011-32-15-209575
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MORE FEATURES
FOR LESS!
The New Blonder-Tongue
Masterline MAVM Modulator
The most affordable modulator on the market today
Quick channel change — Simple do-it-yourself in field. No soldering, no
special tools, minimum downtime.
State-of-the-art Heterodyne circuit, for cleaner channel generation.
Priced for economy — but loaded with features. Best feature-per-dollar
price in the industry. Backed by over 33 years of product reliability.
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COMMUNICATIONS
For immediate delivery

Call our 4Cra+LINES-,toll-free or collect.
WEST ANAHEIM: (714)778-4414, (800)854-0443; ANCHORAGE: (907)274-8525; DENVER: (303)373-9200, (800)841-1531; FAIRBANKS:
(907)456-1815; SEATTLE: (206)251-6760, (800)426-4821; MIDWEST CHICAGO: (312)640-1156, (800)323-6645; DALLAS: (214)484-2933,
(800)231-5006; ST. LOUIS: (314)423-9555, (800)325-8058; EAST ATLANTA: (404)449-6533, (800)241-5790; NEW JERSEY: (201)328-0980,
(800)631-9603; CINCINNATI: (513)733-9100, (800)543-0113; TAMPA: (813)626-7115, (800)282-9164; CANADA PICKERING (TORONTO):
(416)839-5182; LACHINE (MONTREAL): (514)637-3511.
IN THE U.K., CALL LONDON 01-568-1681 (TELEX 291308)
In an emergency, weekends and holidays or after 5 P.M. call toll free 1-(800)323-8167.
CORPORATE OFFICES, ANIXTER BROS., INC., 4711 Golf Road, Skokie, IL 60076, (312)677-2600
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